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against Argenteuil was worn by our Saviour,
anarchy and ignorance. Judge Bald- a
'' superstition " ? Supposing it to
win's words are wise and true.
be an erroneous belief, we still cannot
see. how it is superstitious. And why
The " Christian Register" and St. Thomas. should the Bishop who preserves it be
In its eagerness to make a point" ridiculed for calling in the aid of
"
against the Pope, the Christian Reg- science to help determine the quesister has been entrapped into a ludi- tion ? This articleof the Independent's
crous blunder. The pompous writer strikes us as not happily conceived.
in the Contemporary Review, who It leaves an unpleasant impression
pretends to be a Catholic (just thor- upon the Christian reader, as of
oughly discredited, by the way, in scoffing at faith and simple piety. It
England), told a story about the sounds more like the Nation than the
Pope's banishing the atomic theory Independent.
from the Roman College, and from /
V
all Catholic schools and colleges, so fK Herald Book Notice.
A book reviewer, in the Herald,
that now our youth are taught /
writes
of Zola's "Lourdes." As a
medieval system of chemistry, f ull/f
laughable absurdities. The Regijter matter of literary judgmentthe review
prints a column of this, with another is unworthy of attention, but there is
column of shocked comment. The something more serious than that.
fact is that the return to St. Thomas When the reviewer speaks of the pasis in philosophy, and not in chemistry sionate belief of the (Catholic) peoat all, which is taught in Catholic col- ple in the power of the Virgin to heal
leges as it is everywhere else, except disease and to restore health it is an
among the Moors. Of course the error which merely indicates stupidity.
Contemporary man knew better, but Of course there is no such belief,
the Register did not, so it walkedinto "passionate" or otherwise, among
the hole, where we shall leave it till Catholics, who hold that God alone
next week, when we will throw it a can heal, and restore health, and that
rope in the shape of a full explana- through the intercession of the
tion. Meantime it is always safe to Blessed Virgin he deigns to do so.
suspect and cross-examine persons But this writer Bays :
who tell you absurd tales about the
" Incidentally M. Zola exposes the trickery
Pope, the Jesuits and " medievalthe- and wickedness of the whole impesition.
ories," no matter how much you The descriptions of the scenes at Lourdes
itself, the processions, the impositions, the
would like to believe them.
devotions and the unholy traffic are vivid
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are not

EditoralNotes.
Anarchy's Enemy.
In his really memorable address at
New Haven (partly reproduced on
our third page), Judge Baldwin,
speaking for the Protestant churches,
said: "The Roman (Catholic)
Church must be treated in all matters

of right living as a friend of every
Protestant church. Our enemies are
its enemies.' And he declares that
Catholics are "our best allies"
against anarchy and extreme socialism, and the masses of new-come
foreigners, unfamiliar with our institutions, and ignorant of the necessary limits oj liberty." It is true that
the Catholic Church is today the great
moral conservative force of the world.
Even Crispi, the foremost "liberal'
of Europe, seems disposed to call
upon her for help against the demons

"

?

...

Betting on Races.
Some of the public libraries in
Great Britain now regularly cut out
from the papersin theirreading-rooms
all racing news, betting tips, "pointers," etc. Betting on races has become a perfect mania and frenzy in
England, and probably causes more
poverty, wretchedness and demoralization than anything else except

of anarchy and revolution that he has
invoked. All over Europe the conservative and controling influence of
the Pope is looked to for aid in the
social crisis. Only here in the United
States is this aid rejected, and Cath- drinking. A recent and much disolics treated as enemies instead of cussed novel by an Englishman gives
what Judge Baldwin rightly declares an amazing picture of the extent of
the " best allies" of this practise among the people and
them to be
law and order and legitimate author- the misery which it causes. Englishity.
men are fond of sneering at Cubans,
What society, unaided by the Spaniards, Italians, and others as
Church, can do for the new-come for- M gambling nations," victims of the
eigners, has been shown. The tur- lottery, etc. But the betting mania
bulent and ignorant Poles and Huns is quite as foolish as the lottery and
are too frequently obliged to choose probably does more harm. We are
between starvation and the bayonet. not so bad about it here as they are
The Church can and does teach them in England, but the people in our
best their rights and their responsi- great cities seem to be started, at
bilities, and " the necessary limits of least, on the same road. We should
liberty." It is by moral forces alone learn from England's experience, and
that the enemies of society can be bar the way to this great advancing
met and overcome. It is notorious evil by every possible means. It will
that the great masses of the people bring ruin to millions in everygenerahave no use " for the Protestant re- tion, if once it gets us fairly in its
"ligion.
For them practically the only grip.
source of self-control, moral obliga"Independent" and Superstition.
tion, subjection to rightful authority, The
Is not the Independent a Christian
and a recognition of the necessary
Why then does it call the
journal?
limits of liberty, is the Catholic reby many persons, that
belief,
held
ligion. It is the friend of society,
the
seamless
garment preserved at
the support ot our social fabric, the
?

in decency resent being publicly called
knaves and fools, even though
this is done in imitation of an
infidel writer, momentarily notorious. When, after all this, the
Herald writer declares that there is
not a word in this book that will
offend a pious Roman Catholic," his
malice is once more totally eclipsed
by his foolishness. For his ownsake,
as well as for that of his employers
he should be put to other work than
writing for the public prints.

''

.

When Rev. Mr. Meyer, an English
preJKsher, returned homefrom vacation

this fall his congregation rose and
sang " Praise God from whom all
blessings flow." "I like that," said
Mr. Meyer; "praise God first and
welcome me afterwards." Now was
this modesty or politeness in Mr.
Meyer?
If you vote for a man because he
is your friend, because he goes to
your church, because he is from your
own town or country, because he is
an Irishman, a German, or an American, or for any other reason than
that he is the best man for the place,
you are damaging the community and
doing a wrong action.

Rev. Father O'Reilly, O. S. A.,
of Lawrence, said in a recent sermon:
?

You may be liberal'j you may eat
meat on Friday in public places; you may
not even attend church ; yes, you may even
Evidently the reviewer is one of be a traitor to your principles every way;
the emancipated," who has his own but run for office, and, for the shame of us
ideas about miracles and the per- all, you will be called a Catholic; and on
sons who believe in them. This is that ground you expect us to support yon."

"

'

"

for him
but how
well enough
about the Herald's Catholic readers ?
Does the editor of that paper supthat
they find pleasure
pose
in the public reviling of their
faith, in seeing contempt poured
upon their religion, and some
of their dearest and holiest feelings
and beliefs openly derided? Catholics believe in the miracles which the
Herald absolutely and unqualifiedly
pronounces trickery, the product of
wickedness, imposition, and unholy
traffic; sneering at the people who
are without the intelligence which
"
prevents them from being imposed
upon." This gentlemanmay believe
what he likes (and that is evidently
not very much); he may expose, in
the Herald or elsewhere, his awkwardness as a writer and his lack of
knowledge of Catholic belief, and the
damage is his own. But when he
grows bitter, and when his superiority
as one of the "enlightened" leads
him to treat as superstition and imposture a series of facts of which he
has neither knowledge nor appreciation
then the Herald should see
to it that he is not permitted to insult
a large body of its readers, who must
?

?

?

This is a plain strong statement of
a lamentable truth.
We have received the following
letter (the writer's name we omit,
out of kindness) :
Sir
I

?

Eastport, Oct. 26,

1894.

have no use for sutch goods as the
Sacred Heart Review in my familey so
mail none of them to me P.ease.
Yours,

This sounds like A. P. A., but
what the writer really needs is "a,
When Mr. W. S. Lilly, the Catholic writer, learns from the Outlook
that he is "a sceptic and a pantheist," he will probably be as much

surprised as we are to learn from the
same paragraph that the present age
" feels profoundly the sense of sin."
It is precisely in this sense of sin that
the age is deficient. It systematically
puts away disagreeable and inconvenient things, chief of which is the
sense of sin and unworthiness. President Eliot s Forum article on the
continuance of our republic gives
evidence of this.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC
READERS.
THE PERMANENCY OF OUR REPUBLIC.

President Eliot of Harvard University has a scholarly paper in the
current issue of the Forum, wherein
he set forth the reasons why, in
his opinion, the American republic
may endure. These reasons, as he
presents them, areof twofold character, actual and moral facts. Among
the former the erudite president,
whose own liberality of mind is so
well known, enumerates, first, the
spirit of toleration in religion, which,
ignoring, very properly, the A. P. A.
fanaticism, he asserts is more widely
prevalent in this country than anywhere else in the world at present.
This statement, however, is open to
question. Another cause which
promises, in his judgment, permanency to our institutions is the system of universal education which prevails here ; and he also sees additional
motives for hope in the better family
life of the American people, the
juster transmission of property from
fathers to children, the promotion,
at the public expense, of common
happiness, and the extreme publicity
in which all American enterprises
are carried on. His paper touches
lightly on the industrial disturbances that have recently taken place in
this country, and its author thinks
that one of the advantageous outcomes of those happenings has been
the inculcation of the doctrine of
human brotherhood and the lesson of
the interdependence of communities
and individuals which the strikes
taught. He is of the opinion
that the methods of corporation
service, with their requirements of
fidelity and energy, are of the highest
value towards inducing stability and
durability in Governmental institutions ; though he admits that such
service is at times attended with unfavorable conditions, which, however, he contends will prove to be
only temporary concomitants of it.

In writing of the moral forces
which, he holds, argue for the permanency of our Government and
country, President Eliot declares his
belief that certain changes, which he
asserts have taken place in man's religious ideas, should be considered
of great moment. He seems to be
of the opinion that religion has
radically changed, in this country, of late years, which opinion
may be correct enough as far as
Protestantism is concerned; and
among the changes whereofhe makes
mention are the abandonment of
the old conceptions of the fall of
man and of the total depravity of
the race " for "the modern doctrine
of the steady ascent of man through
all his history" ; secondly, a "better knowledge of the universe and
man's humble place therein," and,
thirdly, a beneficent change in the

"

ideal of God.

more liberal and enlightened Protestantism of today, in its best forms,
with the intolerant and,benighted Calvinism of earlier years, President
Eliot may be judged fully warranted
in the foregoing assertions. The
unrestricted manner, though, in which
he defines modern religious ideas, as
he understands them, is calculated
to give the reader the impression
that he has no faith in the doctrine of
original sin, and that he believes the
divine mercy and goodness are so
infinite that they always disarmGod's
justice; doctrines which President
Eliot
would perhaps
disavow
promptly were he questioned in regard to them, but which, nevertheless, appear to obtain a certain advocacy in this article of his.
ANOTHER ERRONEOUS NOTION.

Again, when President Eliot says
that the Christian religion and its
ministers for the last 1,500 years
were chiefly concerned in the propitiation of an angry God "; and
when he implies that Christianity
overlooked entirely in its preaching
the attributes of divine mercy, he
makes a statement whose inaccuracy
cannot be palliated by referring it to
Protestantism, which does not date
back beyond the sixteenth century.
Any person who is at all conversant
with the teachings of the earlier

"

Christian theologians, the preaching
of contemporaneousCatholic divines,
and the unchangeable practise in all
ages of the Catholic Church, will
have no difficulty in recognizing the
error into which President Eliot has
fallen when he asserts that the chief
aim and object of religion during the
past 1,500 years has been to impress
menwith the necessity of propitiating
an angry God, to the exclusion of all
other conceptions of the Deity. That
may have been a Calvinistic practise,
but never was it a Catholic one.
President Eliot is likewiseunfair and
unjust, of course unintentionally, to
the one form of Christian religion
that alone for so many centuries
governed the world, when he implies,
in speaking of its urging upon mankind the necessity of providing in
this life securities for happiness in
the future state, that such securities
were attainable, without reformation
on their part, by persons of questionable or even vicious character.
And he would have been more just
and fair to the same religion, if,
when referring to the tendency of
modern creeds to soften the life of
man in this world and ameliorate the
common lot, he had, instead of saying that Catholicism now shows such
a disposition, declared that to have
always been her attitude.
A SOUTHERN VIEW OF BOSTON.

"

In the same magazine appears A
SouthernWoman's Study of Boston,"
written by Frances A. Doughty, who
evidently kept her eyes open while
she sojourned in the modern Athens.
This paper is both complimentary
and critical. It says words of
praise for Bostonians, but it is not
lacking in unfavorable opinions, and
If one compares the with regard to some matters its

criticisms savor strongly of sarcasm,
though they are not all without good
warrants, nevertheless. The writer
goodhumoredly pokes fun at certain
Boston fads and cults, particularly
at those of the social biologists and
esoteric philosophers; and she describes the amusement she experiencedwhen, attendinga meeting of the
latter class of individuals, the presiding genius of the gathering invited
all present to unite in silent invocation for three minutes for the
benefit of some one else." At the
rooms of the social biologists she
was puzzled to understand the significance of an intricate chart that occupied a prominent place on the wall,
showing a diagram of the human
body connected by lines and geometrical figures with the signs of the
zodiac. She discovered that many
persons pay for winter sittings in
Trinity Church simply because they
wish to be credited with good taste.
She declares that prophets of all
races, climes andproclivities are welcome to Boston, where, however,
there is no greeting, in Protestant
circles, for the Pope of Rome, a statement that invites contradiction;
though it is to be feared that there
is some ground for Miss Doughty's
assertion that there are numbers of
educated New Englanders, otherwise
liberally disposed,
who enjoy a
and
priests
something
nuns,"
fling at
Southerners
cannot
says,
which, she
understand, since their acquaintance
with Catholic families at Baltimore,
Washington, Mobile, New Orleans
and other places has taught them
that Catholics are fully as agreeable,
refined and law-abiding people as
any other element of the population.

"

"

ANGLICANISM AND TORYISM.

In estimating, in this same issue
of the Forum "Disraeli's Place in
Literature," Mr. Harold Frederic
alludes to a suggestion the late Lord
Beaconsfield once put forth, to the
effect that the Anglican Church, if
it would consent to undergo a process
of rejudaizing, might obtain such
potency that it would be able to depose the Pope, and characterizes such
a suggestion as supremely silly and
absurd. He mentions, moreover, as
a remarkable circumstance the fact
that Disraeli, years ago, pointed out
to the Anglican establishment a way,
which it has since adopted, of
strengthening itself politically, by
joining forces with the British Tories
in opposition to the democratic tendencies of the British people ; and he
says that Beaconsfield's successor,
Lord Salisbury, the present Tory
leader, counts upon no surer or
stauncher ally in his antagonism to
popular measures than the Anglican
Church. This statement, whose correctness cannot well be questioned,
presents a strong and significant
contrast to the attitude of the Catholic Church, whose venerable head
has of late years been so outspoken
in favor of popular government in
this country and in republican France.

mopolitan, Henry Haynie, who writes
interestingly of " Tunisian Tints and
Tones " mentions a curious custom
prevalent among the Kabyles, whom,
it may be stated here, Cardinal Lavigerie chose for the first subjects of
his apostolical zeal when he undertook the evangelization of Africa,
believing, as he did, that if he win
over the Kabyles, who, Mr. Haynie
says, constitute one of the finest
African races, he would secure valuable allies. The Kabyles, it seems,
often tattoo a cross upon their foreheads, and Mr. Haynie explains that
this custom originated from the fact
that when the Vandals invaded
northern Africa, they freed the
Christian populations from the tax
to which they were formerly subjected, and the Kabyles, in order to
show that they were Christians, and,
therefore, exempt from taxation, tattooed the cross upon their foreheads,
which custom the tribe keeps up today, although some of its members
have fallen away from the Christian
faith. Those who still adhere to the
Christian belief are said by this
writer to be the best allies of the
colonizing powers; and the odd circumstance is alluded» to that there
are three Sundays kept every week
at Tunis, to wit, Friday by the
Arabians, Saturday by the Jews, and
the Sunday itself by the Christians.
THE ADVANTAGES OF CATHOLICITY.

In the short story, "Vert and
Gules,' contributed to this magazine
by Gertrude Hall, there is one sentence addressed by an artist to a
girl who had served him as a model,
but who, falling ill, had expressed
her weariness of the vanities of life
and her desire for something substantial in their stead, that is worthy
of notice. " Why don't you become
a Catholic?" "lama Catholic," said
the artist, after listening to the girl's
complaints and yearnings. "Every
one concedes it to be the only religion that satisfies every need of the
human soul." Many and various
are the arguments that have been put
forth when efforts have been made to
win converts to the Catholic faith,
some appealing to the mind and
others to the heart; these based on
intricate argumentation and those on
self-evident truths ; and yet all such
arguments maybe said to be summed
up in the simple appeal which this
artist made when he urged the girl
he addressed to become a Catholic,
because every one concedes that the
Catholic faith is the only one which
can satisfy every need of the human
soul.

The frame that encloses the " Virgin and Child" at the Milan cathedral is said to be the finest in the
world. Some idea of its value may
be gained when it is stated that the
frame is eight feet long and six feet
wide, formed of hammered gold, with
an inner moulding of lapis-lazuli.
At the corners are hearts designed in
large pearls and precious stones.
This picture frame is probably worth
A KABYLE CUSTOM.
Cosnumber
of
the
In the October
\ upwards of $100,000.
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prayers and those of our little Crows. Montiton went as missionary to Tahiti

Catholic issions.
M

Donations may be addressed to and from there he made a voyage as
Mother Superior, Ursuline Convent, far as Easter Island. Finally he
Crow Mission, Pryor Creek, Montana. went to Spain, where he died, aged FRIENDSHIP WELL WORTH HAVING.
ARE
DOING
MISSIONARIES
WHAT OUR
69 years. May his soul rest in
IN EVERY LAND.
In a discussion recently held at
peace.
CATHOLIC MISSIONS IN THE EAST.
New Haven, Conn., between Prof.
WANTED I OLD RIBBONS.
W. C. Robinson and Justice Simeon
A DIABOLICAL PLAN.
The recent letter of a prominent
E.
Baldwin of the Connecticut SuOne of the Sisters at Crow Mis- ecclesiastic in Corea announcing that
The clearest account of the means preme Court, the subject was, The
sion, Pryor Creek, Montana, in a all is tranquil in that country, has
which the infidel rulers of Italy Mutual Relations of the Roman Cathletter to the Philadelphia Times says : come with a feeling of relief to those by
are trying to make sure of their grip olic and Protestant Churches." Judge
Crow Mission is in care of the Ursu- interested in missionary enterprise,
on the Government is the following Baldwin said, in part:
lines, and is the poorest and new- says a writer in the Catholic Standard.
As English literature of the sevfrom the Aye Maria.
est of all, being only two years old. Corea has been evangelizedby Cathenteenth
century belongs to the
American
a
nongentleman,
An
Yes, we are very, very poor. We olic missionaries at the sacrifice of
American as well as the Englishman,
who
has
some
years
Catholic,
spent
even lack some of the necessaries of their blood. Until latelyit was death
in Italy, and studied attentively the so the Roman Catholic Church, as
life. There are twenty-one boys on for a foreigner to pass within the
the one Church of England, was the
conditionsof the country, remarks :
one side of our house and fifteen Corean border, but this ghastly fact
church of our fathers to the days of
The
disastrous
condition
present
girls on the other, and it is so small did not deter Catholic bishops and
the Tudors.
we have barely room enough for priests from entering that land of of Italy is the result of an attempt
It (the Catholic faith) has been
part
on
the
of
the
GovernCrispi
them. The little Crows love pictures martyrdom. Two Catholic bishops
the faith of great thinkers of our age
to
the
uproot
ment
Catholic
religion,
and books, and toys would be so were executed there in succession.
and in this way diminish the power as well as in older times, and no one
useful for them. When I think of Innumerable priests also laid down
of
the Pope in Italy. The attack can treat otherwise than with rethe quantities of toys, books, balls, their lives for the faith; but as fast
was
first made on the schools, with spect, beliefs that have been held
tops, etc., which some rich little ones as one missionary fell another came
the
idea not only to destroy the and defended by Pascal and Newhave, I wonder if they could not to fill his place.
of Catholicism in them, man.
teaching
spare some old ones for these poor
In recent years the country has
That spirit of historical inquiry,
but to allow no other teachings to
Indian children. These articles been opened up to missionaries, and
which, during the last hundred years,
take
and
thus
let
place,
their
practical
would help to educate them, and the Christian religion, in one form or
atheism supplant the former faith. has given a new color and life to the
might make them forget their wild another, has been steadily preached.
In hundreds of instances the teachers Bible, has also given modern Protlife and customs.
The Catholics of Corea number 22,to
estantism a truer notion of what
We have no carpets, even in the -400, scattered among a population of wereexpelled, be succeeded by nonmodern Catholicism is, and of what
to
religious
Then,
too,
instructors.
sanctuary of our little chapel, and it over 10,000,000 infidels. There are
ancient Catholicism was. It was
down
the
keep
religious
the
feeling,
must be remembered that the weather 14 churches and chapels, a seminary
sacredness of Catholic festival days Catholic Maryland and not Puritan
here for nine months at least in the with 33 students, 38 schools, and an
has been destroyed. This has been Connecticut that was the early seat
year is intensely cold, and that our orphanage with 370 pupils frequentbrought about by the Government of religious tolerance in this country.
house is only a frame building.
ing them. The Catholic missionaries
"It is discreditable to American
Father Bosch, our Jesuitchaplain, are making slow but steady progress. orders to take the larger scholars in Protestantism
that it has been so
preaches the most stirring sermons Mgr. Mutel, the vicar-apostolic, has the schools and march them off to
slow
to
accept
some other festivities while the serthe Catholic Church
to the parents of our Crow children 23 missionary Fathers and 13 cateas
our
in
the
effort to elevate
ally
vices appropriate to the day were bein their own language every Sunday. chists.
and
advance
the cause of
society
ing held in their church. Many acHe is very zealous and devoted to
With regard to the missions in
morals.
The
enemies
public
great
these Indians. Sunday is a gala day China, much uneasiness is felt. No tive adherents of Crispi are the ownof
the
present
time,
ers
of
at
Christianity,
factories,
and they have enhere. Early in the morning the doubt the viceroys, mandarins, and
are
atheism
and
The
road
tered
into
a
of
radical
infidelity.
scheme
poliponies may be seen galloping over officials of every grade will make a
to both of these begins at the point
tics
their
by
compelling
employees
the hills with their gaily blanketed show, at any rate, of protecting the
of agnosticism. No church is more
riders. When seated on the ground missionaries ; but Chinese fanaticism to work on Sundays, giving them
Monday
for a day of rest. Anti- opposed to it, in its whole spirit and
around the church they make a pic- is dreadful once it breaks out. The
the Roman Catholic.
turesque scene.
The papooses hated foreigner is looked upon as the clerical clubs were also formed, history, than
pre-eminently
It
is
a church of be(babies) are decorated more than transmitter of all the evils that befall which, by the judicious expenditure
not
of
negation.
lief,
their parents, some being painted the Celestial Empire. Hence, his of money, keep many peasants from
"The Roman Church must be
red, some yellow, some all colors, massacre is only a question of oppor- going to church by entertaining them
treated
in all matters of right living,
with gayeties. These are a few of
with many strings of colored beads tunity.
asa
friend
of every Protestant church,
the means by which the Government
round their necks, wearing little
and
friend
whose friendship is
to
crush
as
a
seeking
is
Catholicism out of
MISSION NOTES.
jackets, made almost entirely of bead
well
Our enemies are
having.
are
worth
altogether
responsible
Italy, and
work, extending down to theirankles.
its
enemies.
The
danger to
great
condition
appalling
In the western part of Canada the for the
of the
They all wear moccasins elaborately
in
America
Republican
government
country."
natives call the Eucharist
God's
beaded.
now
comes
from
two
the
sources,
We are only five Sisters here, and good medicine which makes the heart
THE PALACE OF DIOCLETIAN.
of
or
spread
anarchy
ultra
socialism,
there is so much to be done. The strong."
and the incorporation into our socidarning and mending are simply
About the beginning of the fourth
News has reached Rome that at
ety of masses of new-come foreignfrightful, the children's clothes are
century the wicked Roman emperor, ers, unfamiliar
Garpardagna,
Bengal,
in
over
eighty
with our institutions,
all so old and worn. Sister R
Diocletian, failing in his furious and ignorant of the
Protestants
have
become
lately
Cathnecessary limits
does the baking and cooking?(bakes
olics. Conversions have also taken efforts to stamp out the Christian re- of liberty. Against both these forces
three times a week, and rises often
ligion by persecution, retired to
place in other districts.
the Roman Catholics are our best
at two o'clock to bake the bread)
Spalato, on the Dalmatian coast.
allies.
If these foreigners belong to
besides milking, making butter and
At Mewchang, China, there are Here he built an immense and mag- any church, it is theirs, and they can
feeding chickens.
23 Catholic missionaries with more nificent palace, larger tljan any other best teach them their rights and reSpeckled trout are plentiful, and than
12,500 converts, while 17 Prot- excepting some of theroyal structures sponsibilities. And anarchy, redthe boys fish for them successfully estant missionaries in the same place of the East, and here, in 313, soon
Republicanism, communism, have noevery Thursday, thus providing our have but 2,000 followers. In Chee- after Constantine and Licinius issued where been more
roundly denounced
Will you please ask foo, the
Friday fare.
Protestant
missionaries num- a proclamation of religious toleration, than by the See of Rome. It is full
your readers who are generously in- ber 75, with 500 converts;
the Cath- he committed suicide. In and around time for all Christian men to pull toclined and who are in quest of objects olic missionaries, 100, with
the ruins and remnants of this palace
100,000
gether, in their warfare with what is
on which to bestow their charity, to converts.
Spalato is built, and there was held
bad in the world. Our differences
remember this poor Indian mission ?
the assemblage of Christian arch- are as
nothing, compared to the
The Rev. Father Montiton, who eologists and scholars to which we
Old clothing, old ribbons, no matter
on
which we agree, and it will
points
how faded or creased, which can be died in Spain last February, founded alluded last week. They met to ex- be
fault
of the American Protthe
used to tic our girls' hair, carpets of many Christian settlements in the amine and discuss the ruins which
if he does not, in these times
estant
any kind, quilts or blankets, will be Paumotou Islands. In 1872 he ob- mark at once the pride, the power and for the time to
come, welcome
gratefully received, and any amount, tained permission to assist Father and the overthrow of the once mighty and solicit the
of Catholic
support
however small, highly appreciated. Damien at Molokai, where he re- foe of their religion, who died in
churches, on every question of ethics
We promise in return our fervent mained four years. In 1885 Father despair on that very spot.
and morality."
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Temperance.
"A NEW PAPA."
BY

S. WARD.

"Oh, taamma! Edie Macomber

has a newmamma ! Herpapabrought

more drinks. Anna will get paid tomorrow, and I'll settle my account
with him. Poor Anna! Too bad
she let Paul go, for me. I've been a
loving, tender husband," he laughed,
mockingly, as he hesitated at the saloon door, and thought over the eight
years since pretty Anna refused a
richer lover for h;m. Anna was a
sad-eyed, heart-weary little woman,
who worked day and night to keep a
home for herself and child.
Paul Johnson was a successful
business man, and he, Frank Lee,
was a barroom loafer.
He turned from the door, pulled
his hat down over his eyes, and,
thrusting his hands into his pockets,
hurried down the street.
Towards midnight Anna Lee drew
nearer to the flickering light to add
the last touches to her work. The
lamp was smoky, but she could not
stop to fix it. The work had to be
finished for the next day. She was
folding the work, on which many bitter tears had fallen, when the door
opened quickly, and her husband en-

her home from the West. I went in
to see her, and she kissed me and invited me to tea, Saturday. She is
lovely," and Mildred Lee paused,
breathlessly, at her mother's side,
feeling very important in bringing the
news.
I am very glad, dear. I hope
Edie will love her dearly, as her own
mammadied when she was a very little girl," and Mrs. Lee folded her
sewing, and drew her little girl into
her lap.
She has pretty eyes, like yours,
mamma," said Mildred, smiling.
Mrs. Larcom was in the parlor, and
asked who I was. Edie's new mamma said I was a little lady, and belonged to you. Then Mrs. Larcom
said, Poor Anna! She let Paul
Johnson go, and picked up a crooked tered.
"Oh, Frank! What have you
stick at last.' What did she mean,
done?"
she cried, in amazement, as
mamma? Where is jour crooked
forward, clad in a suit of
stepped
he
stick? "
and with sundry packclothes,
new
She was joking, dear. We will
needs under his
household
ages
of
not talk about it."
arm.
"May I go Saturday, mamma?"
I have brought the little one's
pleaded Mildred.
papa,'' he replied in a shamed
new
Yes, dear, but now mamma must
way,
placing the bundles on the table.
get your supper."
I
what she said, Anna. I
heard
Mamma," said Mildred, putting
went
to
Paul
Johnson. He has hired
her arms around her mother's neck,
to
assistant bookkeeper,
me
be
his
couldn't we get a new papa? Our
me
fitted
out
that I may make a
and
papa isn't nice. He scolds us when
in his countappearance
respectable
he comes home cross, and he swears
Please
God,
Anna, you
ing-room.
at us
be
ashamed
of
your huswill
never
Hush, dear," and her mother
again.
band
The
drunken
brute has
drew the child closer.
of
life.
Will
your
you forout
gone
But he does, mamma," persisted
and
he
out his
me,
Anna?
held
"
give
We didn't have any supthe child.
imploringly.
hands
per last night, and I saw him hit you.
"It wont last, Frank. You have
I would like a nice new papa, who
tried
before," she sobbed.
would kiss us when he came in, and
I
will be a man now, Anna," he
who wouldn't look nasty."
as she clung to him. "If
answered,
Mamma's little girl must not talk
me, I know God will
forgive
you
can
so," faltered Mrs. Lee, tearfully, as
of every blow
thought
me.
The
tielp
she unclasped the child's arms.
be
a lash to
have
will
given
you
Shall I go for the milk, mam- I
little
one's
me
and
the
words
spur
on,
ma ?" asked the child, hurt at the
never
leave
heart."
my
will
sight of her mother s tears.
Frank Lee kept his word and
any
are
not
to
have
going
"We
to
tonight, dear. Mamma didn't get won respect. Mildred grew
the
tender
womanhood,
loving,
and
paid for the work." and Mrs. Lee
new papa blotted out all
care
of
the
some
stale
toasting
busied herself
recollection of the father she had
bread.
I don't like this kind of a sup- feared.
per, mamma," said Mildred, as she
TWO LETTERS.
toyed with her toast, and made wr>
faces at the weak tea. "lam going
The first, from a well known proto ask God in my prayers for a new
gentleman of Boston,
fessional
papa who will give us nice suppers.'
says:
While the child prattled on, a man
I send
subscription for five
in the next room gioped around for years, and ifyou
die in the meantime,
I
his hat, and staggered into the street; you can send the p.iper by special dea man, ragged, dirty, unshaven, and livery to St. Peter for me."
wild-eyed. He wended his way to
This anxiety to receive the Review
the corner store, a little voice ringing is flattering, but we must await a
Mamma, where's your more definite address.
in his ears
As he was about to
slick
?
"
crooked
The other is from a lady in Columhe heard the little bus, Miss.,
he
fancied
in,
step
who renews her subscripvoice again "a nice papa who won't tion, and writes of the Review :
look nasty."
It affords me great pleasure to
I must be out of sorts. A good attest its genuine worth as a Catholic
drink will fix me all right. I'll go in journal. No brighter or newsier pa-
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"

"

"

"
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"

"
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"

"
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"

?

"

?
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Mid get Peter to trust me for a few per enters our town or State."

ALL SOULS' MONTH.
Month of All Souls, thou hast a solemn look;
Not now the hills! pes flame in copes of go d.
For autumn's fires have burned to ashes cold;
Still somehing sweet supplants what summer took,
And makes a hermit's cell, each forest nook;
'Neath gray bleak skies on diear and lonely wold
I see the month, a hermit sombre staled;
And when from whispering pi. es, by chill winds
shook i
The dry leaves rustle soft along the grass
In eddying whirls, then glides away down dim
Defiles of wood, methinks that spi'it* pass.
To hear at dusk November's vesper hymn;
The poet dreams, the month m urns simmer fled;
I think it holds a requiem for the dead.
Home Magazine.
?

HARVARD'S GREETING TO HER CATHOLIC
FRESHMEN.
On the first Monday of the academic year, the Faculty and Senior
students of Harvard gave a reception
to the Freshmen of '94. One of the
speakers was the Rev. Dr. Donald,
Rector of Trinity Church, Boston,
successor to Bishop Brooks and a
University preacher. He announced

FriendlyHints.

IN YOUR PARISH.
Occasionally we find something in
one of our exchanges quite in the
line of our own Friendly Hints, and

in that case we present it to our
readers, since a little variety will do
no harm. The following hints are
from the Catholic Union and Times,
and they are evidently the fruit of
much experience and observation in a
Catholic parish.
If you wifh to be a good member
of the parish in which you live:
Don't neglect the sacraments, for
without them your soul cannot live.
Without them you are a spiritually
dead member of the congregation.
Don t despise the Church societies,
but join at least one of them the
sodality, the League of the Sacred
Heart, the St. Vincent dc Paul Conference and the beneficial society, or
the temperance organization.
Don't show a lack of interest in the
affairs of the parish. If it has a picnic or a fair, a lecture or an entertainment, be present. Such things have
?

?

himself as the mouthpiece of the religious life of Harvard College. After
giving it as his opinion, that no other
college was so pervaded by the true
religious spirit as Harvard, he said a social side as well as a possible
that the religious tone of the Univer- pecuniary success.
Don't be everlastingly finding fault
sity had greatly improved, since deorganization
and
had
with
the pastor. See his good qualinominationalism
ties and praise him for his devotion
disappeared from the ins'itution.
The Catholic Freshmen, for the to duty, for his good example, for his
first time brought face to face with disinterestedness, etc. If you tell him
the intellectual guides of Harvard, if that you agree with him heartily about
at all instructed in their religion and the need of the repairs he suggested,
recognizing that the sole claim the that you will do as he advised about
Church of Christ has to their allegi- giving the boys a chance for a thorance is that it is, and is denominated ough education, you'll make his load
to be, the one, holy, Catholic and lighter and give him a bright half
Apostolic Church, and is the corpor- hour.
Don't object to every improvement
ate organization which its Founder
promised should not lapse till time spoken of for the parish because it
ceased, must have thought it anomal- will cost you a few dollars. The only
ous to find themselves at the outset questions to be considered are : Ought
of their college career, not merely it be done? Can it be done? Then
discounting, but positively rejecting let the whole congregation go at it
as false, Harvard's teaching on the with enthusiasm and the money will
most important subject that can com- come easily.
mand the consideration of any thinkDon't run down the parish school,
if there is one. It has enough diffiing man.
Let us hope that, after living in culties to contend with. You'll do it
the atmosphere of Harvard for four no good to increase them. If you
years, and accepting with docility and change your point of view, you can
reverence as they should and must, if find many features in it to commend.
University training has any signifiDon't forget that a Catholic paper
cance, her teaching on other subjects, in your home will add to your desirathese Catholic Freshmen of '94 will bility as a member of the parish and
still be able to detect the false ring of the Church. It will keep you and
in such opinions as they heard pro- yours informed about what is going
pounded a few nights since, and both on in religious circles and make your
capable and willing to put a right es- way clear on more than one occasion.
Don't forget to cultivate friendlitimate upon utterances, which, be it
to the other members of the
ness
deference
to
the
revsaid with all due
as such, within reasonable
parish,
with
poor
pretense
erend speaker, fall
limits.
Jf you can't be civil to them
the
of
one
who
lips
of logic from
how
heie,
Immacuwill you put up with them
claims to be a churchman.?
in
heaven?
late Conception Church Calendar.
?

A QUESTION ANSWERED.
How should paients regard children
during courtship? Chautauquan.
We should say that the children
should be shut up till they are ready
to behave belter. There should be
no courtship till they are grown up
and have reached the full age of dis?

cretion.? New York Sun.

If the Catholic Church is in favor
of ignorance, how can jou explain
that it has made immense progress in
this country, the most enlightened in
the world? And how comes it that
the Catholic Church is making converts of the most intelligent Protestants in the United Siates? Slop
reading right here, until those two

questions are satisfactorily answered.
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Religous Instruction.

BW
iotsf isdom.

Churc alendar.
C

Religous Maxims.

Sunday, Nov. 4.
SUNDAY.
Joy is the atmosphere of heroic virtues.
Twenty-fifth Sunday after Pentecost.
Devotion to the Blessed Sacrament will Goppel (Fourth Sunday after Epiphany),
give us one thing which we greatly need, St. Matthew, viil. 23-28: Jesus comthe gift and grace of joy in Jesus Christ. manded the winds and the sea and there
came a great calm.
MONDAY.
Feast of St. Charles Borromeo, ConAs humility is to zeal, so is fear to
fessor. We counsel every one to read the
love.
What are our works to our dear Lord? life of this great saint. It will be found
as well as of edification.
Simply nothing. But our working full of interest
a homily on the Gospel
Instead
of
hearts? Why they should be anything to
this
week
we give our readers a few pasknow.
But
are.
He
they
him I do not
yearns for them. He pleads for them. sages from a very strong and interesting
" Ingratitude," by a noted
He broods over them like a mother over address on
our own day.
preacher
of
first
born.
the little face of her
Ingratitude is a very mean vice, no matTUESDAY.
ter against whom it is committed. There
If you would be perfect, you must be may be some fathers and mothers listentruthful to a scruple.
ing to me who have felt how cruel a sin
The more we live before the world the it is, for there are children, not a few
less we live before God. The more the nowadays, who have treated their parents,
world's judgment is to us, the less is good parents, too, with shocking ingratiGod's. The glare of the world's eye is tude ; have cursed them and reviled them;
angry and jealous, and it blinds us to the have struck them; have allowed them to
soft, persuasive, pleading look of the eye live
on the charity of strangers; have
of God.
forced them to play the part of drudges
WEDNESDAY.
during those sad years of old age when
In spirituality, talking is always a loss leisure and comfort would be so welcome;
of power. It is like steam. It is mighty have tried to force the little remnant of
when it is imprisoned, a mere vapor when means from them by the basest threats
It is set free.
and extortion, and, perhaps, even vioAlways keep some one thing concerning lence. There are parents whose hearts
yourself hidden, some one good action, have ached to see their children ashamed
or some grace, or some virtuous quality, of their old-country accent and their simwhich you think others would be likely to ple manners. Is not this very abominaesteem. This one secret will be as good ble? Then, too, all through life we meet
as a fortress to you.
with cases where men have lent others
money out of personal friendship, only to
THURSDAY.
repaid by lying, dishonest ingratitude.
be
a
hard
live
in
and
avoid
place
It is
to
there is scarcely one of us who
Indeed,
the spirit of it. It is hard to live in the
has
not
been badly treated by persons
world and avoid worldliness. Yet this is
whom
have in one way or other bewe
have to do.

A woman says that a man can suffer death at the stake with the dignity
of a martyr, but he cannot chase
after his hat in a public road without

Well, my brethren, if we treat each
we must be upon our guard against its
so, we treat God no better, not even
other
spirit. Of that spirit Christians can have
so well. Now, where did I get my good
Inspiration
has fixed it forbut one view.

A NEW YORK PRIEST'S HEROISM.

___^^

what we

Whatever view we take of the world, friended.

ever ; it is the enemy of God.
FRIDAY.
It is love, and walking by love, that
swells the grand multitude of the number
who are saved. Conscientiousness could
never fill heaven half so fast as love.
Can we point to the life of any one
saint at whom people did not take scandal
while he was being sanctified? Why do
we not remember more continually this
fact and the lesson it teaches us?
SATURDAY.
We are God's own creatures, and God is
our own God. All else will fail us, but
he never will. All is love with him, love
tn light and love in darkness, love always
and everywhere.
Mortification, humility and meekness
are the flowers of all devotions to the
mysteries of our Lord.

THE GENERAL INTENTION.
For November we are asked to
pray especially for " The Church in
Turkey and Greece." The fiercest
enemies of Christianity are the

Mohammedans, who for centuries
have held sway in many Eastern
countries. In Turkey and Greece
there are but few Christians, and
their pastors lead the lives of missionaries, going from place to place
and trying to build churches and
schools. The Protestant missionaries of various sects are very active.
Altogether one can easily understand
the Holy Father's anxiety and his
wish that we should all pray for

"The Church in Turkey and Greece."

home, and my dear friends, and my plentiful meals, and my good bed? From
God, who certainly does require at least
thanks in return. Did I ever give them?
Did I ever so much as actually feel that
God had given me these gifts? Where
did I get my good health, my clear head,
my strong arm, my light step, my happy
heart? Brethren, we get such things
only from the most loving kindness of our
Creator. And every day we get them
over again. And every day we receive
them, we enjoy them?alas! sometimes in
a sinful manner?and we go on our way
almost as If there were no God at all.
The truth is that the commonest sin of
our lives is ingratitude to God. It is like
the very germ-sin, or the poison in the
air, or the venom in the blood of fallen
man. It is a sin which is rooted in pride,
feeds upon selfishness, and brings forth
the fruit of spiritual Indifference. In
truth it is as much a state of soul as a sin
or a series of sins. Hence it is heartily
detested by all good Christians. They
endeavor to practise the virtue of thankfulness at every turn. They are careful
to give at least a quarter of an hour
thanksgiving after Communion; they not
only make novenasfor favors, but novenas in thanks for them; when at table
they say at least one mouthful of prayers,
in gratitude for the many mouthfuls of
each of their meals: they thank God for
the afflictions he sends as well as for his
favors, for he is the same God to their
loving hearts in storm or sunt bine: in a
word, one of the channels of the love of
God in their lives is a deep sentiment of
gratitude for his favors.

Monday, Nov. 3.

St. Bertille, Abbes*.

THE SACRAMENTS-BAPTISM.
i.
There are, as we have just said,

seven sacraments in the Christian re-

looking ridiculous.

ligion that is to say, there areseven
rites or external signs chosen by our
Lord Jesus Christ himself to sanctify
our souls, by giving to them the divine
grace to supply our various spiritual
requirements.
The life of the soul may be compared to the life of the body. In
order to grow, to develop, to receive
nourishment, and to accomplish all its
functions, the body must all be filled
with the breath of life. It is the same
with the soul. It must first of all receive life by its union with Jesus
Christ; and if it does not receive this
life it can do no Christian deeds, nor
attain true sanctification. Therefore,
Baptism is that external ceremony
which has been ordained by God to
give life to the soul, and to enable us
to be born of the Spirit and to become
the children of God and of his Church.
For this reason we call Baptism the
first and most fundamental of the
sacraments, without which no one can
be a Christian, or have any part with
Jesus Christ.
Baptism is given by taking water
and pouring it upon the head of the
man or child who presents himself to
be made a Christian, whilst pronouncing the words, "I bapt'ze thee
in the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Ghost." In
order that the Baptism may be valid,
the water used must be natural water,
and the person who baptizes must
pronounce the words just given at the
same time that he pours the water.
In case of necessity, any one
may, and should, baptize, whether
man, woman, or child is of no consequence; but only in a case of necessity, when the child is in imminent
danger of death, and when there is
no time to fetch a priest Beyond this
case of necessity, no one is permitted
to administer the sacrament of Baptism ; the priest being, by virtue of
his sacred character, the dispenser of
holy things, and the minister of religion. Baptism is usually administered
in churches, near the entrance, to
signify that by Baptism the child is
admitted into the Church, namely,
into the great company of Christians,
servants of Jesus Christ, and children
of God. Before pouring the water,
and thus conferring the sacrament,
the priest performs over the child
many mystical ceremonies, and recites many prayers of which the object is to implore for the new Christian the divine blessing, to drive away
the devil, by whom he is separated
from Jesus Christ through the stain
of original sin, and symbolize the
graces which Baptism is about to confer upon the soul.
?

There are crowds that trample a
flower into the dust without once
thinking that they have one of the
sweetest gifts of God under their heel.
This world would be studded with
angels if each man would act upon
the advice he 's ready to give to others.

A man may be great by chance;
but never wise nor good without taking pains for it.
If you are willing to play steppingstone you have no right to complain
of dirty shoes.
He that is not open to conviction
is not qualified for discussion.
Whatelt.
?

A

does not talk about its
light; it just shines
gives light.
lamp

?

Angry

friendship is not unfre-

quently as bad as calm enmity.
Don't scold the world until you
know what is in your heart.
The people who talk the most too
often say the least.

God never gave anybody the right
to be disagreeable

The walls of an unfinished house
were blown, during the hurricane in
New York, on a neighboring tenement
house. The New York Evening Sun
has along with the account of the
accident the following: "In the
thick of the crowd of firemen and
police in the wreck moved a man in
priestly robe, giving aid and comfort
and help wherever it was needed.
Was a rope to be pulled on he was
there. Was a cry heard from under
the ruins, he was down on his knees
in the dirt and mud, whispering
words of cheer, of hope and of encouragement. He was not a Rabbi,

though all to whom he administered
were Jews. He was a Catholic priest,
Father Moore, of St. Teresa's Church,
on Rutgers street, who had hastened
to the spot on the first news of the
disaster. They asked no questions
and neither did he. On their great
Mosaic feast-day, their helper and
comforter, their friend in dire need,
was a priest of Christ. It was as it
should be."
Tuesday, Nov. 6.
St. Leonard.

Wednesday, Nov. 7.
St. Willbrord, Bishop.
Thursday, Nov. 8.

The Four Coronatl, Martyrs.
Friday, Nov. 9.
St. Theodore, Martyr.
Saturday. Nov. 10.

St. Andrew Ave-llino,

CoafetfOT.

Some people have a queer idea of
humor. If they learn that any one is
particularly '' tender " on a certain
subj ct, they never fail to bring it up
and talk about it. This is not humor.
This ia brutality.
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OFuW
traMend omen.
UNCLE JACK'S TALKS WITH THE
BOYS AND GIRLS.
How To Get A Badge and Manual.

,

[Whoever sends in a new subscripton to the Review, or renews an old
subscription, with two dollars for the
year, will receive a badge and a
Manual free. Any child can get his
parents or some relative or friend to
subscribe and get the badge and
Manual for him. Many children are
getting them in that way.
If your parents or friends subscribeand get the badge for you, send
in your name and be enrolled as a
member, and sign the Leaguepromise
and keep it, ?that is, if you are not
a Defender already.
We cannot give badge and Manual
for any special or reduced rate subscriptions, but only when the full rate
($2) is paid to this office, direct.]
Suppose we call this the Pet Club's week.
You know Uncle Jack told you about the
Pet Club a couple of weeks ago. Any boy
or girl who has a pet, and who will write a
letter about it will become a member of the
Pet Club by doing so. Every member will
be expected to send in stories, original or
copied, about animals. There are very few
boys or girls who haven't pets of some sort,
cats or dogs or chickens or rabbits or goats
or horses. Uncle Jack knows a boy who
has a sheep and a lamb for pets. He has
the sheep trained to draw a smart little

buckboard.

Boys and girls who haven't any pets of
their own are usually good friends with some
animal in the neighborhood. Uncle Jack
visited the menagerie in Central Park, New
York, a short time ago, and noticed a little
mite of a boy in knickerbockers who seemed
to be regarded as an old friend by one of
the big elephants, and the polar bear. His
mother carried a bag of peppermints and
loaf sugar. He goes theie every afternoon,
and the elephant seems to know him and
watch for him. Elephants are very intelligent, you know, much more so than bears.
The little boy would throw one piece of
candy at a time n the elephant, and when
he missed one it was great fun to watch the
big fellow search around in the hay with
his long trunk until he found it. The
elephant grunted, and anybody could see as
plainly as could be that he was saying
" Thank you " in the elephant language. half
After he had treatedthe elephant to
the contents of the bag, the little boy went
to visit the polar bear. Bruin liked peppermints, too. He stood up with his fore feet
on the low stone wall in front of his cage,
and opened his big red mouth. The
little boy threw in a piece of candy.
When that was eaten the bear opened
He did it more
his mouth again.
than a dozen times, and looked sorry
when the candies were all eaten up. When
he missed one and it fell outside on the wall,
he poked one of his paws through and
pulled the candy over until he could reach
it with his long red tongue.
Here are a couple of little stories about
animals that will interest the Pet Club This
first one about the goat and lion is a
pretty good illustration of what a great help
that peculiar quality we call " bluff may be
in some trying situations, particularly when
one's opponent is in reality a good deal of a
coward at heart and a sham in spite of all
his fine appearance of strength. "Bluff"
has some disadvantages,though. It's mighty
hard to keep it up The enemy is apt to
find you napping some time. It isn't a good
substitute for strength and knowledge,
though sometimes for a little time, it appears to make up for the lack of the more
solid things. This little talk is for the older
boys and girls, of course. Here's the story. It
appeared once on a time in St. Nicholas:

"

?

WILLIAM AND LEO.
There was once a wise old goat. One
day he took refuge from a storm by running
into the first cave he saw. It proved an excellent shelter, but it belonged to a lion:
and soon the goat heard the lion coming
home.
"AhaI " remarked William Goat to himself, " this is a place where wit is of more
use than sharp horns! " And when the lion
came in, he found the goat calmly stroking
his beard.
" How very lucky I " exclaimed old William, just as the lion was about to spring
upon him.
Lucky ?" said Leo, stopping half-way,
mean ?"
For
" me,atyouall,"
"Not
answered William; "I
mean for myself. It is my business to hunt
lions."
" I never heard of such a thing!" answered the Hon, laughing scornfully.
" Very likely not," replied the goat. " But
then I'm not an ordinary goat. I am the
lion-hunting kind. We are rare, but there
are a few of us still left. I made a vow
that 1 would kill ten lions this week, but
they are scarce, and so far I have slain only
five. You will be the sixth."
So saying he lowered his head, and
charged the lion with pretended ferocity.
Not expecting the attack, the lion turned
and ran out.
No sooner was William the goat sure
that the lion was at a distance, than he
started off, too, but in another direction.
Meanwhile Leo met a jackal, and told him
about the story the goat had made up.
" What nonsense I " said the jackal,bursting into a roar of laughter. " Why, I know
old William Goat well. He is no fiercer
than any other goat. Come with me, and
we'll quickly make an end of him." So
they turned back towards the cave, and soon
finding the goat's tracks they made after
him at top speed.
William Goat luckily caught sight of
them before they saw him.
" Now," said he to himself, " I must make
believe harder than ever, or all is lost."
Thereupon he turned around and ran
towards his pursuers at full speed. As soon
as he was near enough to be plainly heard
he cried out in as angry a tone as he could
put on :
" Why, Jackal, how is this ? I told you I
needed five lions, and here you bring me
only this little one ! "
At this Leo was again overcome by fright,
and he once more took to his paws towards
the deepest part of the jungle. The jackal
called after him in vain, and being really a
coward, did not dare face old William Goat
alone.
So William arrived safe at home, to the
great joy of Nanny and the little kids.

"

?

And here is something about a very famous dog that lived in Ithaca many centuries

times began indeed for poor Argus. Penelope, the King's wife, was a woman who
did not like dogs. She spent most of her
time spinning flax, and she never even
took Argus out for a walk. He was left to
servants, and they, thinking, as year after
year went by and no news came, that
their master, the King, had died in a foreign
land, neglected the poor animal more and
more. He began to get old and feeble, and
at last, when they saw that he was growing
helpless and troublesome, these cruel servants turned him out of doors. The noble
old hound had to live on the scraps he could
pick up, and often he was very, very hungry.
Still he did not die; though it was now

twenty years since Ulysses had been gone,
the hound never gave up the hope of seeing
his master, and that hope kept his faithful
old heart beating. He was now so weak
that he lay on a pile of manure outside the
palace gates. The flies tormented him, his
bones ached, and he was verythirsty, but
there was no one to give him a drink of
water.

And one day be heard a man talking.
The old dog lifted his head, and his dim
eyes grew bright. He was sure he knew
that voice. It was the voice he had been
longing to hear all these weary years. How
he longed to run to meet his master and
jump up on him as he used to doI But he
could not even crawl to his master's feet.
Ulysses saw him, however, and came to
bim. Argus licked his hands and looked
up in his face, and had just strength to wag
his tail. And then he died, but he died so
happy. Ulysses, that great man who had
seen so much suffering and sorrow during
his life, turned away his face and wept.
Afterwards he went to the palace, where
his wife was. But she did not know him.

could get some iron holders that wouldn't wear out,
so I am making a set of three of leather. I cut off
the tops of a lot of old shoes and cut square pieces
of the leather the size of her old holder. I shall put two
or three thicknesses of leather together, and then
tack on tightly an outside cover of cotton flannel.
Those won't wear out in a hurry, I guess. Then
we're making a regiment of soldiers for our little
brother. It isn't going to cost much. If it did we
couldn't do it. They come in sheets, a dozen soldiers
on a sheet for a cent. We cut out the soldiers carefully
and paste them on thick pieces of box pasteboard,
cut with a sharp knife to the shape of the pictures.
We glue a double piece on the bottom, so they will
stand alone. We'll march them out in companies,
Christmas morning.
I suppose you would like to know what we wish
Santa Claus to put in our stockings. lam hoping for
a ring with an emerald in it. My sister Katie got one
with an amethyst last year. I would also like Adelaide
Proctor's poems. I have read a little of her poetry
and I would like to have the book for my own. I
read Prof. Egan's Lectures on I iterature," and I
noted that he thinks Adelaide Proctor's works the
best model for a girl who wants to write. Our class
is just beginning to study rhetoric and literature, and
our teacher told us to read Prof. Egan's lectures. Of
course there are any number of other things I would
like, books, pens, pretty writing paper, ribbons, laces
and thingsof that sort.
I interviewed my little sister on this subject the
other day and she says she wants a dolly with truly
hair, that will wink one eye when you tell her to, and
a whole big lot of candy and figs and dates and grapes
and nuts. I am pretty sure she will need to have a
doctor thrown in if she gets all she wants.
I hope some of the other boys and girls will write
about Christmas presents, soon. With best wishes
for all the Defenders and yourself, I remain
Yours sincerely,
Foley.

"

Mary

Who will be the next to tell us about
Christmas plans? It's getting up to Christmas time rapidly now. What are you planning to give your brothers and sisters and
your papa and mamma, and what would you
like Santa Claus to leave in your stockings ?
Or perhaps you're going to have a Christmas
tree, and your presents will be hung on its
branches. What do you hope they will be ?

Salem, Mass., Oct. i, 1894.
And now here is a letter which tells about Dear Uncle Jack :
I wish to become a member of the League of Little
two very interesting pets and about a little
Defenders of the Holy Name.
girl whose days must be very different inI promise not to take the Holy Name in vain by
deed from those of some of the Little De- cursing, swearing or using bad words.
I promise to use my influence to persuade others to
fenders, for instance, those who live in the
join with me in defending the Holy Name from inGray Sisters' big house in Salem. You re- sult.
member Edward O'Grady told us how they
I promise to say to myself (not aloud), whenever I
hear any one swear, "God's name be praised."
spent a day.
Your little Defender,
Newark, N. J., Oct. :o, 1894.
Dear Uncle Jack :
Makv Dooley.
Some time ago you asked your readers to tell you
The Defenders' pledge was very nicely
how they spent a day. I have not read many of their
answers, but I am sure none of them could give a written for a little girl, Mary. Of course
more interesting account than could little Maggie you wear your badge every day and are tryWood if she would write you. She lives with her
ing to get your playmates to join the League
aunt and uncle in a big stone lighthouse out in
too. You must write soon again to
away
children,
from all other
Newark Bay. She lives
and it would seem very lonely to some folks, but
UNCLE JACK.
Maggie doesn't mind. On clear days she sits out
pier
passing
and waves her apron to the
on the stone
excursion boats and fishermen. Then in winter she
ALL SAINTS' DAY.
wraps up warmlyand stands as far outas she can and
?

?

waves to the sailors who pass, and they watch for
her, and sometimes when she is not in sight, they
blow their whistles to call her to the window. Every
day she studies, and her aunt hears her lessons. She
draws, too, and her favorite subject is the quaint old
lighthouse.
She has a big 'dog, Towser, who is her onlyplaymate. They have great times racing around the wall.

Then Maggie throws sticks into the water and Towser
swims out and brings them in. She has another
pet, a sea-gull. One day Maggie saw it fall into the
water. Some sportsman had shot at it and broken its
wing. Towser swam out and brought it in as gently
as could be, and laid it at Maggie's feet. Maggie
nursed it until it was well and strong, and then one
day, when a flock of sea-gulls was just overhead, she
cruelty in those days, you know.
set it free. For a minute or two it kept up its flight
and then slowly sank. The wing was not strong
ARGUS, THE FAITHFUL HOUND.
enough. Then Maggie jumped into the boat and
Argus was born in the king's kennels. He rowing out, rescued the poor gullfrom awatery grave
was a gTeat pet when he was a pup. He a second time. Since then the gull has remained at
household pet.
used to come to the table, and Ulysses the light and is a regularwhen
the fog hangs low over
There are many days
just
you
eat,
as
would give him nice bits to
the lighthouse and all day long there is no sound but
give them to your dog. His master was the "toll," "toll," of the fog bell. Maggie has
very fond of him and trained him carefully, made a very interesting collection of seaweeds and
and as Argus grew up he became a splendid shells which she proudly exhibits to the visitors
lightin summer.
to
dog. He was a big hound, very strong and who go see the
Sincerely,

ago. Homer tells all about him in the
Odyssey, which you must read some dayArgus belonged to Ulysses, and, like his
master, he had a hard time of it sometimes.
There was no society for the prevention of

What are these that glow from afar,
These that lean over the golden bar,
Strong as the lion, pure as the dove,
With open arms and hearts of love ?
They the blessed ones gone before.
They the blessed forevermore.
©ut of great tribulation they went
Home to their home of heaven ? content j
Through flood, or blood, or furnace-ire,
To the rest that fulfils desire.
?

Christina Rossbtti,

A CRY FROM PURGATORY.
I am weary of my crying, my
throat is dried : mine eyes fail, while
1 am in
I wait for my God.
trouble, hear me speedily. Psahn
Ixiii.

...

had

No dog in all that country
Louisa Dunn.
There is nothing more foolish than
so good a nose for a scent, or oould track
programme
on
the
is
a
Next
letter about filling the mind with trashy and senand pull down the stags so well as he. He Christmas presents. This girl ought to get
was veryhandsome, too, with his beautiful, what she wishes for, Uncle Jack thinks, be- sational reading matter, and then trysoft eyes and soft, smooth coat. Ulysses
to have pure thoughts.
cause she is so thoughtful about others. ing
veryfast.

took him hunting often and they had good
times ranging the woods and fields together.
After a while, however, these happy days
came to an end. Ulysses left his home
and family, and went off to the siege of
Troy, and then he spent years in wandering
about the world, and in all sorts of strange
places; and only his great wisdom and cunning brought him through alive. So hard

Salem, Mass., Oct. 10. 1894.
Dear UncleJack : ?
The letter which John Stephen Downs wrote you
about Christmas presents was very interesting. I
thought I would write and tell you about what my
sister and I an doing. We each keep a little memorandum book and when we hear any member of the
family wish for something we write it down. We
hope in this way to give them things they want.
1 The other day I heard my mother say she wished she

\u25a0

The aim of the conscientious
teacher will be to keep the child's
heart warm, its brain active, its conscience alive. It would be the destruction of our Catholic school system if the teachers fail us.
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FamilrScience.
THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN
IN NATURE.
SINK-HOLES.

We recently read in one of the
newspapers a short account of the
sinking of small areas of land in
southern Kansas. The largest of
these sinkings comprised about a
quarter of an acre, and occurred in
the middle of a wheat-field near to
where men were at work threshing.
The depth of the holes varied from
ten to twenty-five feet.
These openings in the ground are
sink-holes," and form an
called
interesting subject for study, since
they are evidences of a widespread,
though hidden, wearing away of the
rocks. Sink-holes are confined to
certain portions of the country, and
it is found that they abound only in

"

those regions in which the underlying
rock is largely limestone.
In the districts where the sinkholes occur we find the surface of
the ground indented with a series of
more or less deep circular pits, which
vary in diameter from forty or fifty
feet to half a mile or more. The
bottom of each pit terminates in a
vertical shaft, or a series of crevices.
When the rain falls some of it runs
into the sink-holes and disappears in
the shaft or crevices at the bottom.
If these, as often happens, become
choked with debris and closed, or if
closed by the hand of man, the water
collects in the depressions and transforms the open holes into wells or
pools of water.
The origin of these singular structures is on this wise. The limestone
we spoke of is a soft rock, easily
worn away by water under certain
conditions. The rain falling upon
the surface of a limestone country
has naturally no more effect than the
mechanical wearing which water always exerts. When, however, it
falls upon decaying leaves and wood
it absorbs a considerable quantity of
carbonic acid gas from the decaying
vegetation. In this state it has the
power of rapidly dissolving the lime
in the rock.

In finding its way down into
the body of the rock by means of
cracks and fissures it takes up a large
quantity of this material. Now the

cavation of these underground passages comes near to the surface. In
this case the upper strata, with the
soil above, are unable to sustain the
weight, and large portions of the
rock drop in, as was the case in the
sink-holes of Kansas mentioned at
the beginning of this article. At
first the walls of the opening are
perpendicular, or nearly so, but as
the erosion of the surface, by the
natural influences of rain and frost,
goes on, the edges are worn away,
and the debris is deposited along the
sides of the hole. In this way the
holes tend to assume a funnel shape
much larger at the top than at the
bottom. All the water thatruns into it
is carried off through the excavation
already made in the rock beneath,
unless, as we have said, the bottom
exit gets choked with earth and
stones; in which case the sink-hole
gradually fills with water.
In populated regions these holes,
especially when empty of water, are
a danger to cattle who often unwarily
fall therein, and being unable to get
out perish miserably. To prevent
this the fanners in such regions
either close the bottom outlet, so that
the sink-hole may fill with water, or,
if the hole is not very deep fill the
hole itself. We have even seen such
holes fenced about to keep the cattle
from falling into them.

FactsnF
d igures.
The first dictionary was published
by a Chinaman about 1100 B.C., and

contained 40,000 characters.
The Duke of Coburg possesses a
splendid collection of miniature silver
ships, more than 100 in number.
Over 90,000,000 lobsters were
bred and let loose this season at
Wood's Holl, Mass., by the federal
fish commissioners.

?

An English curio collector has an
old watch which is shaped like a
cow's horn. At the end of every
hour it discharges a tiny pistol.

7
Hebrew inscription of ancient date
yet discovered, was found on ajtunnel made to bring water to the city.
There is only one spring in Jerusalem, and that is situated in the long
ravine running east of the city. In
the days of Ezechias, over 2,400
years ago, his engineers tunneled
from this spring through the mountains for nearly a mile, and brought
the waters to a pool south of the
city walls. They began the tunnel
from both ends and where the workmen met, they carved an inscription
on the rock. This is the famous
Siloam inscription and was discovered
by a little Arab boy, who happened
to fall into the well, and was groping
his way out.

THE CLOTHESPIN MYSTERY.

boots are the latest
Where do all the clothespins go?
It is said that the Innumerable dozens of them are flowtanned skin of the frog makes the ing out in the world continually from
thinnest and toughest leather of any- the factories, and a single expert
thing.
packer handles 72,000 of them in a
day, packing 100 boxes at a cent a
The most noted dwarf was Jeffrey
are made of ash, beech,
Hudson. When he was eighteen box. They
birch and maple. The logs are cut
inches high, he was served to King
into lengths of thirty-one inches,
Charles I. as a present in a cold game
these are sawed into blocks, the
pie.
blocks into sticks and the sticks into
shorter
ones, the length of the
There is a silver mine on the Au
clothespin,
about 5% inches. These
Sable River, in Michigan, the location
are
fed
into
a lathe by an endless
of which is known to only two perThe
lathe
turns theminto shape
belt.
sons, and they are Indians, who will
and
them
passes
along by a turntable
not reveal the secret.
ALL SOULS' DAY.
to a saw which cuts out the slot. When
Twelve Franciscan Fathers labor the machine is through with them it
This day is sacred to departed souls;
This day the dead alone are great; and we for the salvation of souls in Alexan- drops them into a box or barWho live, or seem to live, but live to plead dria, Egypt. On every Sunday and rel. The pins are then dried in a
For the departed myriads at their need
holiday they deliver sermons to the drying house and then put 20 to 40
Aubrky dk Verk.
bushels at once, into a slowly revolvfaithful in six different languages.
ing cylinder, and the friction caused
ST. CHARLES BORROMEO.
by their tumbling about in this cylinAnimal magnetism is no new disder polishes them. A single plant
covery, but was practised by Father for making clothespins costs
[November 4.]
from
St. Charles Borromeo died in the Hehl at Vienna about 1774, and had $7,000 to $12,000. But what beyear of our Lord 1584, aged forty- wonderful success for a while in France comes of the pins?
six years, but having lived a century and England in 1788 and 1780.
in good works and in the influence he
WHY NOT BE TOLERANT?
exercised over his contemporaries.
A SMALL PIANO.
He was in every sense of the word a
We are not of those who believe
great man, as a reformer, as a ruler,
Possibly the smallest piano ever that anything can long retard the
a tender lover of mankind, and a man made with tone equal to that of the progress of this country or the proswise in weighing the relative value of largest, was one designed several perity of its citizens. There are
those things which make up the sum years agofor a Baltimore millionaire's here hundreds of thousands ?yes,
of life. We all remember his game yacht. It was forty-seven inches millions ?of communicants of the
of chess, in the midst of which some high, forty-five inches wide and Roman Catholic Church just as there
one said, Your Eminence, if you twenty-six inches deep.
are millions of communicants of
were told that you were about to die,
other churches, and still othermillions
what should you do?" "I should
who do not belong to any church. It
HOW TO BUY COLLARS.
finish this game of chess," said St.
is no more reasonable to fight one
Charles; I began it for the glory
class of our fellow-citizens because
Note for bachelors: When you
of God, and I should end it with the
they go to one church than it would
buy collars, you will save yourself
same intention."
be to fight the remainder who do not
much anguish by asking for a tape go to church at all. We are all here,
and measuring the collars from butand here the most of us intend
WHEN SHALL WE MEET?
tonhole to buttonhole. They will to remain. How foolish it is, then,
be found to vary half an
We reckon Paradise to be our frequently
for any set of men to stir
inch
or
so
from the size with which up strife among their neighbors.
home; already we begin to have the
are stamped, but that little half
This country and its institutions are
patriarchs for our kinsmen. Why they
inch is one of the things that are
should we not make haste and run,
perfectly safe, no matter what may
to see our home- and to greet our making us prematurely bald.
be said to the contrary. Those who
kinsfolk? There are a great many
affect to be alarmed are only borrowof those we love waiting for us there
WATER-WORKS IN JERSUALEM. ing trouble unnecessarily. All we
father, and mother, and brothers,
have to do is to be loyal citizens,
and children, there in great company
a
going
is
to
have
sysconceding
Jerusalem
to others what we demand
they await us, they who are sure now tem of water-works. The city is for ourselves, and there will be no
never to die any more, but not yet
a region where water is trouble. Among conservative men
sure of us. Oh, when we come to situated in
to
get a sufficient supply and women the inflammatory argusee them and to embrace them, what scarce and
from the earliest ments of extremists should have no
problem
gladness will it be for both us and for has been a
Frog-skin

English novelty

__^^_

_

"

limestone rocks are more or less
jointed, and rarely lie perfectly horizontal, so that the water finds its way,
sometimes for a long distance, underground, and comes out at a lower
level than where it entered the rock.
When this process has been going on
for many years, large excavations or
caves are formed in the limestone
beds, such as we find on a large scale
in the Mammoth Cave in Kentucky
and the Luray cavern in Virginia.
Some idea of the extent of these
natural excavations may be gained
when, we reflect that in.the Mammoth
Cave there are probably more than
two hundred miles of galleries large
enough to permit the passage of a
man.
It sometimes happens that this ex- them!

"

?

times.

It is said that the only weight.

?

Haverhill Gazette.
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RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION IN THE abundantly, that, "In pre-Reformation days the people were well inFOURTEENTH AND FIFTEENTH
CENTURIES.
structed in their faith by priests who
faithfully discharged their plain duty
are
two
and
There
formidable
in this regard."
invidious Protestant prejudices
For practical purposes Father Gas?

the inheritance of the great revolution of the sixteenth century
which have done duty for the Protestant cause and spread their baleful influence over society for the last
three hundred years to the great
detriment of the cause of truth and
Holy Church. We mean the conviction, first, that nunneries and monasteries were thoroughlycorrupt institutions, and second, that the mass of
Catholic people previous to the socalled Reformation were sunk in
ignorance and that little or nothing
was done by the lazy priests for
their enlightenment.
Father Gasquet, the celebrated
English Benedictine monk, has
completely destroyed the ground
of the first conviction in that
Henry
remarkable book of his,
VIII. and the English Monasteries,"
and those who have read that book
will be pleased to know that he has
addressed himself to the exposure of
the second in a very able and con?

"
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" A New Papa."
Poem: " All Souls' Month."
Two Letters.
Father Gasquet's peculiar fitness
Harvard's Greeting to her Catholic
for work of this kind lies in the fact
Freshmen.
that he has spent many years in exA Question Answered.

amining the public records of the
time of the great revolution, and it is
to be hoped that his effort to show
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Church Calendar.
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antly made of the besotted ignorance
The Sacraments Baptism.
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fourteenth
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be
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may
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Religious Instruction in the FourCenSpeaking of the first duty of the
teenth and Fifteenth
turies.
Church, after the ministration of the
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days in England any systematic religious instruction? and if so what
was done in this important matter?"

And in opposition to popular Protestant prejudice and even to some
Catholic writers who have been misled by the exaggerations and misrepresentations of popular historians
the learned Benedictine declares it as
his conviction, founded upon the
very best evidence, that is, of
original documents to which he has
bad access and from which be quotes

the people think that "in looking
after his worldly interests theirpriest
is somewhat too hard on them in
matters of tithes."
Of course it is extremely difficult in
a mere notice like this to give anything

quet divides religious teaching into like an adequate idea of the subject

two classes sermons and instructions. In modern times he says
pretty much all religious instruction
for the people is given from the pulpit in set sermons. But it was not
so in the period which he is discussing. " For the most part," he says,
" the priest fulfilled the duty of instructing his flock by plain, unadorned, and familiar instructionsupon
matters of faith and practise. These
must have much more resembled our
present catechetical instructions than
our modern pulpit discourses." To
assist parish priests in the preparation of these familiar discourses, various manuals were drawn up during
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
The British Museum contains numerous copies of these manuals, both in
manuscript and in print, and it is a
matter of record that these manuals
were in general use and highly esteemed among the clergy.
The system of regular visitation of
?

discussed by Father Gasquet. But
we must not omit to mention the

most cogent argument against the
popular notion of ignorance and corruption of the people in those days
that is, the invincible tenacity with
which the great mass of the people
clung to their faith during the awful
struggle miscalled the Reformation.
Nothing could be more false than the
popular notion, created and fostered by Protestant writers, that the
mass of the people voluntarily and
even cheerfully gave up the old faith
for the new. Never was there a
more cruel ?we may well say, diabolical?persecution than that which
attempted to compel conformity to
the new religion. The people rose
in rebellion rather than submit, and
thousands suffered the most cruel
martyrdom rather than give up the
faith which was dearer to them than
life itself. It is impossible to suppose that anignorant and besotted peoparishes which prevailed in England ple would have been willing to endure
during this period and of which, for- such persecution, and to submit to
tunately, some of the episcopal or such terrible sacrifices as they were
chapter registers have been preserved, compelled to, rather than sanction,
furnish good evidence of the real even by external conformity, a new
condition of things. Our author re- religion which they understood permarks that:
fectly was not the true religion
handed down from the beginning
" The testimony of those visitation
papers, as to the performance of this duty the faith in which their fathers lived
of instruction, is most valuable. Hardly and died, and for which saints and
less important is the proof they afford of holy men and women of old had
the intelligent interest taken by the lay- cheerfully offered up their lives.
?

?

?

folk of the parish in the work and their
capability of rationally and religiously
appreciating the instruction given them by
their clergy."

The examination, which was designed to furnish a true report of the
condition of the parish and even of
the conduct of the clergy was conducted under oath. Certain of the
parishioners were selected and questioned under oath in regard to everything pertaining to the conduct of the
parish.
Specimens of the reports are given
by our author. In one place they depose that their parson preaches in
his own way and on Sundays expounds the gospels as well as he
can." "He does not give them much
instruction," they think, "in the articles of faith, the Ten Commandments
and the deadly sins." In another
place finding fault with their priest
that he preaches not sufficiently
clearly, they add in explanation that
they had long been accustomed to
pastors who instructed them most
carefully in all that pertained to the
salvation of their souls. In most
instances the priest is said to instruct
his people
well (bene) and excellently (optime)," and the truth of the
testimony appears more clearly in
places when in other things the parish-folk do not consider their priest
quite perfection, as in case of a certain vicar who is said to be too
long over the matins and Mass ou
feasts," or still more ia another When

"

"

"

THE REALISM OF THE SAINTS.
In the lives of the saints certain
scenes stand prominently on the
great walls of human history, scenes
which sometimes by gifted artists
have been made immortal on canvas,
but oftener, by the pen of the scribe,
and that "touch of nature which
makes the whole world kin," and
still more by a sort of spiritual kinship between souls, have become part
and parcel of our own lives and
history. Always in strange contrast
we see the two gardens forever
famous in Augustine's story
the
one in Milan where he cast himself
down in impotent despair and
cowardly irresolution, and then heard
the child's voice speak the words
divinely destined to save him:
Tolle, legeI Take and read ! "?
the other that garden in Ostia which
he and his saintly mother looked out
upon, leaning in a certain window,
discoursing there together alone very
sweetly, inquiring between ourselves
of what sort the eternal life of the
saints was to be."
Again, we see St. Philip Neri with
?

"

"

Sister Ursula Benincasa, after he
had so sharply and long tested her
spirit, and she had humbly and
patiently borne all; how he tells
her that she need fear no longer, for
her visions are true, and God guides
her; and then he adds the marvelous
assurance that just as truly as they
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That pageant, those things unnow walk up and down that room
together, and talk together, they utterable, those dread shadows, move
shall one day walk and talk together in a divine reality and unresisted
in the paradise of God.
power around the clean in heart.
We see Anthony of Padua on his The more spiritual a man becomes
death-bed, his face lit with a more the more real to him are spiritual
than earthly light, his eyes fixed on things, and the more do earthly
a more than earthly beauty, and as things become shadows and phantoms
the bystanders ask him in reverent only in the light of God. More
fear what he beholds, we hear the plainly, more terribly plainly, in our
amazing answer, "I see my God ! " day and generation, grows the need
of an intense and special devotion to
and so he dies.
We watch the girl Agnes go to her the Holy Spirit of God. " The gifts
martyrdom in the fresh bloom of her of the Spirit," says Lallemant, in his
beauty, her face like the sun, gay "Spiritual Doctrine," "without realaughter on her lips, fearless alike of soning, without perplexity, show us
torture or shame or death, crying out what is best, enabling us to discern
to her persecutors in her girlish voice
words that are the veritable echoes
of St. Paul's grand utterance : I
know whom I have believed, and
am certain that he is able to keep
that which I have committed to him

"

against that day."
And in contrast comes before us
that loveliest of death-scenes the
death of St. Agnes' twin-soul, St.
Stanislaus Kostka, so famous for his
remarkable personal beauty and the
yet more remarkable beauty of his
angelic spirit, he who went up to
heaven with the first rays of the
Assumption's dawning, no thought
or dread of a moment's purgatory,
his face illuminated with a smile so
joyous as to be describedas laughter.
"None, indeed, knew the precise
moment at which his soul took flight,
for no change passed over the sweet
angelic countenance; the color did
not leave his cheek, nor did the
brightness forsake his eye, but when
one of the bystanders, with the view
of renewing the joy which he always
manifested at the sight of his picture
of Mary, held it before his eyes, he
gave no sign and made no movement,
and so they knew he was dead or,
rather, alive with a better life, and
already gazing on the unveiled glory
of the incarnate God and of his
blessed Mother."
We watch Aloysius Gonzaga praying, a boy of twelve years, a youth
of seventeen years, a young man
dying at twenty-three. Surrounded
by all this world can offer, heir to a
dukedom, eldest son of a princely
race, he has set his will on nobler
things than these. Kneeling before
the crucifix, bathed in tears of devotion, rapt in ecstasy, seeing and
hearing nothing of this world's pleasures, God is his one thought and
his one desire, and God, even here,
his exceeding greatreward. The God
of St. Aloysius grant to our boys, in
these days of vile realism, the Saint's
realism ! Blessed the clean hearted,
for they shall see God.
The saints' realism the saints'
what does it mean but
realism
this, that God and the things of God,
invisible, immortal, are the real and
vital things to them ? To a more or
less degree, saints and saintly souls
are prophets and seers. Cardinal
?

?

?

it in the light of God with more or
less of evidence, according to the
degree in which we possess him."
And in L'Homme Spirituel" we are
" The Holy Spirit is contold:
"
tinually calling the soul inwards,
continually inducing recollection and
the concentration of the thoughts,
continually prompting it to act, both
interiorly and exteriorly, in a manner
devoid of passion, yet not simply
reasonable but divine."
And since we have spoken here of

St. Stanislaus and St. Aloysius, let
us close with a mention of St. John
Berchmans, the last of the Holy
Three who have shown what it is
possible for a boy and a young man
to be in the strength of God.

The
anecdote also reveals what sanctity
is possible in all ages and conditions
of life, if we yield ourselves completely to the Spirit's sway. It was
related to the venerable Cardinal
Bellarmine that there was a young
Jesuit novice so spotless and so
favored by God all his young life
through, that never had he lost his
baptismal innocence, "and neither
asleep nor awake, had the slightest
inagination come across the spotlessness of his mind." The holy old man
was moved to tears, and said, "This
is a very rare gift in a young man so
full of spirits and life as he is." But
when they also told the Cardinal that

the young Flemish scholastic lying
dead had come to the age of manhood without ever committing a single
venial sin, the aged Bellarmine
paused for a moment, and then said
simply : "I honor the young man ;
but what do you see wonderful in
that? Who would ever think of
committing such a sin? "
This is the realism of the saints.

?

?

?

Newman sings:?
pageant of a kingdom vast*
"AndThethings
unutterable, pas.cd

Before the prophet's eye;
Dread shadows of the eternal throne,
The fount of life, and altar-stone,
Pavement, and them that trod thereon,
Awi thou who worship trtgh."

CARDINAL GIBBONS ON UNITY.
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justification. Doctrine must precede
practise ; principles must precede action. No attempt has ever been
made to establish a religion except
it were based on certain formulas of
dogma and principle, which were laid
down as indisputablebecauseof their
divine authorship. Pope's :
1 For modes of faith let zealous bigots fight,
?

He can't be wrong, whose life is in the right

'

THE CONVERSION OF THE GOTHS.
We have received from Father

Slattery a reply to our comment upon
his declaration that the Goths were
first converted to Christianity by
Ulfilas, who was an Arian. We cannot print his letter, on account of its
great length. In it he says that the
writers whom we quoted are partisan
and untrustworthy; that his own
authorities are later and more to be
relied upon, and he quotes at length
from Scott in the
Encyclopedia
Britannica to prove that the Goths
were converted from paganism
directly to Arianism by Ulfilas. He
declares the conversion of heathen
nations to Christianity by heretical
missionaries to be possible, and says
that it has occurred, as in the case of
the Goths cited by him.
The charge of partisanship is common among historians. Readers
must do the best they can to judge
between them. We quoted from the
Protestant Dictionary of Christian
Biography as well as from Catholic
writers. Scott, in the "Encyclopedia " deals mainly with probabilities,
and none of the historians venture to
speak very positively upon more than
a few points. Upon a careful review of the whole question it does
not seem to us worth while to reopen
the discussion. Father Slattery's
authorities do not prove his contention, and we still hold our opinion
that the Goths were converted first

can scarce be a standard or an
ideal.
The Catholic Church has been
made to appear in a false light to
those not of her communion. Specious arguments and erroneous statements on the part of enemies have
too long kept well disposed persons
from seeing her as she is, and the
fear of her so-called tyranny has
driven many from studying her position. It is not presumptuous to say
that the more she is known and studied and the more deeply we penetrate
into her mysteries, and understand
her teachings, the more radiantly
will her charms shine forth, and the
more strongly will numbers be drawn
towards her and embrace her faith,
saying, with St. Augustine, Too
late have I known thee, too late have
I loved thee.' That the recent letter
of our Holy Father addressed to the
princes and nations of the world, will
interest men in this study, and compel ready assent to the truth he advocates, and submission to the divinely-instituted authority found only
in the Roman Catholic Church, there
They who to orthodox Christianity before Ulfican be no doubt.
heed the invitation will find that in las, and afterwards perverted to
subjecting themselves to the authority Arianism.
of the Roman Catholic Church and
Aside from the main argument is
her ecclesiastical head, they are not Fr. Slattery'scomplaintof the indifferentering, as some would believe, into ence ofAmericanCatholics to missions,
a servile and abject condition, un- and his comparison of
this alleged
worthy of man endowed with reason- apathy with Protestant zeal and
ing faculties. The faith which they generosity. We cannot
let this pass
will receive will rest on grounds which without a word of protest. Father
reason itself approves and indeed Slattery is doing a great and noble
establishes. There is no blind obedi- work among the negroes.
He is full
ence or unreasonable service required of zeal and ardor. No
doubt it
in the Church. Faith given through seems to him that the world
should
it is a reasonable faith. Our intellect realize more fully the
needs of the
is ennobled by this faith, which is work and help it more generously.
founded on confidence in Christ and But he must not overlook the facts.
his institutions, on his words and In this country Protestants are
promises contained in very Script- many; they have riches ; they have
ure. Just as man does not make a been here since the country was
better use of his liberty than in de- settled. Beside them the Catholics
voting himself to the worship of God, are few and poor; they have been
his Creator and Father, so the Chris- here for a much shorter
time. On
tian cannot enjoy his faculties in all grounds the comparison is not a
more honorable service than in sub- fair one; and yet on the simple
mitting to the divine Master's visible ground of achievement alone Cathrepresentative, especially since this olics need not shrink from it. They
representative bears such indubit- have lived here as a missionary people, they have built churches, schools
able credentials for his right to and convents for themselves, and
speak in his name.
asylums and hospitals for everybody.
"Finally, the fear of giving up We firmly believe that history cancherished notions or the teachings of not show a record to compare in
childhood must not deter or delay pious zeal, in lavish generosity from
union with the Catholic Church. For, small means, in steady and life-long
in joining her, really no one will have self-sacrifice for God and religion,
to abandon the Christian truths he with that of the Catholics of the
possesses. These will be clarified, United States. And still they give
perfected and completed. He will to foreign missions, and Father Slatnot have a mere glimmer of light or tery's most deserving work is supa mere fragment of Christian revela- ported and increased. To charge
tion ; but all this will be in its ful- our people with indifference or failure
ness and perfection. He will never in this duty is not according to the
experience any anxiety or doubt or facts. To compare their gifts with
be worried by contrary claims or con- those of Protestants rich, power-

...

''

"

"

?

"
"

'

..

.

In an introduction to the Holy
Father's recent encyclical on Christian unity, appearing in English form
in the October number of the American Catholic Quarterly, written by
his Eminence Cardinal Gibbons, occur the following striking passages :?
For religion consists not only in
charity but also in hope and in faith ;
not only in acts of kindness but also
in deeds of mortification; not simply
in morality and honesty, but also in
doctrines and dogmas; not merely jn
something to be done but as well in
something to be believed. Faith tradictory teachings;
he will rest in ful, numerous, and with their
without works is dead, but works contentment, and the angels of peace' churches already| builtj and.their rewithout vivifying faith avail not unto" Wru hover around bim."
ligion established isplainly unfaw.

"

?

?
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the double-breasted coats or Eton
jackets. Needless to say they are
not common. Some very good-looking buttons are made of smoked
A GLANCE AT THE NEWEST
pearl,
with carved figures, trees,
STYLES IN DRESS.
leaves or dogs' heads in relief in white
Dresses are not the simple, inex- pearl. Some of them are an inch
pensive affairs one might think if one's and a half or two inches across.
view of them were confined to the They cost about fifteen dollars a
skirt. Most of the money and the dozen. Cut steelbuttons in a variety
larger proportion of the dressmaker's of designs are shown. Some of the
skill is expended on the waist, or the buttons are entirely for ornament,
bodice, as Madam Modiste invariably and not for use. On a very pretty
gray gown there appears a trimming
says.
Most of the skirts are plain, either of bands of lilac satin ribbon, upon
without any trimming at all, or with which are sewed rows of white pearl
just a narrow band of velvet with a ball buttons. These bands edge
passementerie heading, or a band or the revers of the waist, and stand
two of lace overa contrasting ribbon. upright around the edge of the skirt
They are mostly made with organ to the depth of ten inches. The effolds at the back, and are lined quite fect is really very pretty, and odd as
deeply with crinoline to make them well, but the number of buttons required is appalling. The buttons are
flare.
sewed
on the cloth and buttonholes
craze,
Ribbons are a
and there
never were so many or such artistic worked in the ribbon, which is then
styles. Yourarely see a gown in the buttoned on.
What a glorified thing is the shirt
fashionable shops on which yards and
waist
as it appears in the silk and
yards of ribbon do not appear. It is
used for shoulder knots and crush chiffon creations that make the
belts with big cabbage-like rosettes, woman with a lean pocketbook run
and it appears in loose flowing ends out of the shops and temptation's
set all around the waist. A rather way, unless she is a genius with her
new bow appears as a decoration. It needle and can carry home in her
has three stiff loops and one end. mind the design of some particularly
Usually one of these bows fastens the tempting bodice and make it herself
crushed ribbon belt at the right side, for about a quarter of the price the
and at the bottom of the skirt there shopkeeper asks for it. As I reappears a similar bow of much wider marked before, the skirts go in for
ribbon. The loops are spread out elegant simplicity, but the waists do
and tacked flat. They are not in the not. They are exquisitely elaborate
least graceful, and remind one of a with their decorations of lace and
sprawled-out crab or spider, but they velvet and chiffon and passementerie
and big sleeves. They are not necesseem to be liked.
Then there are the sashes. They sarily even third cousins to the skirts.
are worn by the smallest girl and by Indeed it is quite the fashionable thing
all the intermediate sizes up to the to have the skirt of one color and mavery fat woman who ought to know terialand the waist of another, unless
better. Some of the sashes are tied one goes in for tailor-made clothes.
at the back with two loops reaching A new idea has been promulgated by
about half way to the bottom of the a swell French dressmaker, a man
skirt and two ends all but touching too, mind you. It is that the ugliest
the ground. Others are tied at the left part of a woman's form is in front
Bide slightly towards the front and above the waist line. This accounts
have two short bows standing up for the loose fronts that are seen in
against the waist and two long ends so many of the very swellest gowns.
New silks have been woven esreaching to the hem of the skirt.
for silk waists. They are
pecially
Those which tic in front are usually
much narrower than the others, and much wider than the ordinary silks.
the ends are cut bias. Some of these Some of them are fifty inches in
sashes are fully fifteen inches wide width. This of course means that
and require at least five yards of the silk waists have come to stay, for
ribbon. Such a decoration costs a while at least.
For dressy occasions a black crepon
about five dollars. Of course if it be
skirt
with a light silk waist veiled with
black it may be worn with half a
net
or
chiffon is considered quite the
dozen dresses, whether of silk or
correct
thing. Some of the waists
wool.
are
made
much like those in vogue
Seems to me it was Burns who
the
during
summer, only the gathers
wrote:
in
front
are
deeper and the sleeves
a wife as Willie had
" Sic
I would not gie a button for her."
are fuller. Sometimes it is a plain
If he had to give some of the but- waist in some one of the new and
tons that are shown in the shops this striking colors, cerise or blue or butseason he would probably have a ter color. Black chiffon veils it and
higher idea of her value. The but- is gathered at the neck into a collar
ton industry will, no doubt, undergo of gold braid or velvet to match the
a revival this winter, for buttons silk. The sleeve is a big puff covered
show symptoms of popularity. Some with the chiffon and caught with bands
of them are extremely gorgeous af- of the gold braid or velvet. One good
fairs. The most, expensive ones are black silk waist with a variety of
of gold with an initial or monogram colored stock collars and lace yokes
engraved on them, and there are sil- and a chiffon scarf or two, can be
ver ones set with Rhine stones. Six made to masquerade as half a dozen
of these are supposed to be used on different gowns. It takes three and
?

a half yards of yard-wide material
for these waists and about six of the
ordinary narrow silk.
For a school girl there can be no
more suitable or sensible dress than a
skirt and coat of brown serge or
checked tweed, and a variety of pretty
soft cashmere waists made after the
pattern of the silk ones, with a silk
one for the exhibition days.
Muffs have appeared in all the
shapes and styles possible for such
articles of apparel. One of the quaintest looks like a brown satin bag drawn
togetherat the top by a draw-string. A
deep bunch of yellow lace falls from
the shirring, and beneath this appear
mink tails. The bag is open at the
sides for the hands. A collar made
of lace and mink fur goes with this
muff. One of the fashions of the
season will be sets consisting of muff,
collarette and toque, all of the same
materials, usually a combination of
fur and lace and velvet. They will
look very pretty, too, on very young
women.
The stock of velvet caught in front
with a gold buckle, heart-shaped or
circular, is the most popular neck
garniture. A rich, warm, rose velvet stock will make another garment
of the plain black silk or satin bodice.
Irish point lace collars, either round
or with long Vandyke points, are also
popular, and give a dressy air. Then
there are great scarfs of chiffon to be
tied under the chin in two big bows.
There is hardly a sign of the overskirt which threatened in the earlier
part of the season. Sometimes one
sees a pointed apron front outlined
on a skirt with ribbon, and for elderly
ladies some black silk and velvet
gowns appear with lace draped over
the hips and falling to a point in
front.
Rough, shaggy effects are particu-
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For FAMILY Use.

Dropped on susrar suffering children love to
lake it. Every Mother should have it in the
house, ft quickly relieves and cures all aches
and pains, asthma, bronchitis, colds, coughs,
catarrh, cuts, chaps, chilblains, colic, cholera
morbus, earache, headache, hooping cough.
Inflammation, la grippe, lameness, mumps,
muscular soreness, neuralgia, nervous headache, rheumatism, bites, burns, bruises, strains,
sprains, stings,swellings,stiff joints,sore throat,
sore lungs,toothache, tonsilitis and wind colic.
Originated in 1810 by the late Dr. A. Johnson,
Family Physician. Its merit and excellence
have satisfied everybody for nearly a century.
All whouse it are amazed at its wonderful power.
It is safe, soothing, satisfying: so say sick,
sensitive sufferers. Used Internal and External.
The Doctor's signature and directions on every bottle.
ni'st'd Pamphlet free. Sold everywhere. Price, 35 eta.
Blx bottles, 2.00. I. S. JOHNSON & CO.,Boston. Moaa.

A rather pretty trimming for the
dark, rough goods of which so many
dresses are made is the new plaid
velvet. It is used sparingly, just a
touch of it at the neck and on the
sleeves.
Polly Daly.

A Pleasant Excursion.
Every year or two the N. Y. Condensed
Milk Co. gives its employees an excursion,
and it need hardly be said that these excursions are thoroughly enjoyed by them This
year's trip was to the home farm factory at
Wallkill.
A train of nine cars was in waiting for
them at Weehawken, and soon the whole
party, including a caterer, was on its way up
the Hudson. The object of these excursions
is two-fold. First, of course, is the purpose
of pleasure. The second object is instructive. The company has found that it more
than paid in the past to make the men who
sell their prod acts familiar with all the system and processes through which the milk
and cream passed before it came into their
hands. No one of the 450 men who visited
the Wallkill factory could fail to gain new
arguments as to the care and cleanliness of
these processes, with which to help himself
in extending his business.

ends or waste embroidery

at half price. One full oz. packlarly prized in dress goods this seaHage (assorted colors) sent postson. There are checked tweeds which
Hpaid for 4octs. '.. OZ. package, 35
All good silk and good colors.
make stylish and serviceable gowns, iT Hcts.jcrazy
stitches in each package.
Hioo
I
With
and Irish frieze and camel's hair.
an order for five oz. we give
Ini
H *» Hone extra ounce I'KKE.
The camel's hair of this season has RSfy THE BRAINERD Sl ARMSTRONG
?; v .;5; .1 ,
Silk Company,
little tufts of hair scattered over the BB
'Ba Union St, New j^ondj>ni_Conn.
surface. If you want something particularly exclusive and up-to-date you
BOWKER'S PHARMACY
will get a goat's hair gown. It isn't
BROOKLINK.
every woman who can afford this
In new quarters opposite the old
material, but they say it lasts a life- stand. Full line of Drugs and
time. You may have it in allthe new
Chemicals.
shades, bluet, rose tan, Lincoln green
and a host of browns, all for five dollars a yard. It is like a softened
mohair with crinkled wavy lines over

'

ANNON'S

the surface.

It is sometimes called

Zibeline.
The hat of the hour is velvet and

the trimming black ostrich feathers.
If you have a lot of these feathers
left from past seasons and bedraggled
looking as only ostrich plumes can
look when theircurl is gone, try this
recipe for restoring them. Hold them
in the steam from a boiling teakettle
until every little strand is soft. Then
take a knife, neither too sharp nor
yet too dull, and curl up each strand
separately. When all have been
curled lay the feather in the sun to
dry and unless my informant is a
prevaricator you'll be surprised at
how much like new the old feathers
will look.

OLLEGE,

LAWKENCi:, MAMH.,

lIPAETS BORE PRACTICAL OOWLEDGE

than can be obtained at any other
Is a gtrem time,school
in this country.
9IMUUMM SENT UPON APPLIOATIOII TO
M*
<cv QUMM

REMOVAL.
Thomas B. Noonan & Co.,
PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS,
and dealers in
CHURCH GOODS,
Have removed

to

the spacious store,

172 Tremont St., Boston.
Bargains in Catholic Books and
Religious Goods.
Drafts on the Bank of lieland.
Passage Tickets on all the Steamship
Lines to and from Europe.
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LOIruish etter.
Thelßoys of the Flail.
Come over here, Shamus a-bouchal,
And sit on your grandfather'sknee,
And Eily and Katey and Noreen,
Come draw your chair closer to me.
I'm gray-haired butistill I will hold,
That the bright and sad tales of old Ireland,

Are better than books writ in-^gold;
For never a line of the story
Can show where your grandsires grew pale
'Fore a foeman?come children, draw closer,
And I'll tell of the boys of the flail.
Ah, well I remember the evening
We met In the green little wood,
Our long pikes were seized by the soldiers,
Yet proud, though unarmed, we stood.
'Twas just on the eve of the battle,
And Ross should be taken next day,
But never a sign of a waypon
Had we for to jine in the fray.
When one of the boys from Killala ?
I think it was Peter MacHaleSaid Captain, I think we can manage
By aich of us bringin' a flail."

"

Our Captain was foremost at thrashin'
In all of the parish around.
How the ripe grain would fly to the rafters

When he'd wallop his flail on the ground.
And never a man in the hundert
Or so, that stood around him tonight,
But could well hold his own with a redcoat
With a flail 'gainst their bayonets bright;
And 'ere the bright dawn of the morning,
Aich man of us stood without fail,
All ready to die for our country.

Our war-brand a stout oaken flail.

" Remember your sires darkly butchered,

Remember your maidens defiled,
And a Saxon and traitor is owning
The land where you sweated and toiled.
Shall we crouch, while they crush us like vermin ?
Shall we look on our altars laid low?
With a price on the head of our Soggarth" ?
And the frieze-coated ranks shouted, No."
"Then Duffrymen, forward 1 the yoemen
Can never say you turned tail.
And on to support them, my giants,
And heroes whore wielding the flail."

"

spoke our brave Captain
And forward we leaped like the waves of the sea,
To the East of the town where the yoemen
Were posted so gaily to see,
And their waypons gleamed forth like a sunburst
Behind the grim cannon's black mouth,
And their blood-red flag flew o'er them gaily

Thus

Just fanned by the winds o' the South.
Now the cannons' grim thunder has opened
And bullets are flying like hail,
And a score of our pikemen have fallen,
And ten of our men of the flail.
Now fleet as the hare on the mountain,
When the grayhound is close on her track
For vengeance lent speed to our footsteps
And the thought of the pitchcap and rack.
And while you'd be counting to twenty,
Aich yoeman and stout cannoneer
Wor dead on the pavement or flying
'Fore the pikes o' aich stout Sheilmalier.

?

And we weren't idle, I'm thinkin',
So short was the work I'll go bail,
For thick skulls and helmets went crashin'
'Fore a swing of aich stout oaken flail.
Now we swept through the street like the lightning,
Now we cleared every laneway and square,
'Till no sign of a bloody red banner,
Or a black-hearted yoeman was there.
Save those who were dead on the pavement?
Oh, God! if all Ireland uprose,
Like Kildare, gallant Wicklow and Wexford,
Few, few would today be our foes.
Now, children, I've finished the story,
O'er what followed I'll draw a dark veil-

God bless every arm that for Ireland
Wields pen, rifle, sword, blade, or flail.

To the ordinary observer of things
it would seem that politics and the
Home Rule question in all their aspects have been shelved or tabled on
the other side of the big pond and
that the Irish agitation of more than

a decade of years has received its
quietus. Such, however, is not the
case, and the Home Rule question is
as strong and as vigorous as of old.
Occasionally at the present time, the
allegation is made that the Irish people at home and abroad have grown
apathetic in the national cause, and
we who have that cause at heart, we
to whom the success of that cause is
as dear as life itself, should deem it
our bounden duty to hurl that reproach
back upon those to whom the wish is
father to the thought and whose
pleasure it would be to find it true.
The great majority of the Irish people are unswerving in their allegiance
to the cause of Home Rule and are
loyal to the Irish Party, and cannot
be misled by the series of will o' the
wisps which other so-called leaders
are constantly bringing before their
gaze. Let us propound to ourselves
the query : What have the Irish Party
done for the cause? and if we are

impartial the answer will instinctively
present itself, that the Irish Party
have brought the national cause triumphantly through many and difficult
crises and have fought a good fight

for Old Ireland against irreconcilable
unscrupulous
antagonists.
and
Their work, however, is not yet completed, it is but partly accomplished,
and to bring it to a triumphant close,
they require the support of a united
people at their back. The mandate
they received from their constituencies has been honorablykept, and
it will be the duty of every pure
Nationalist to help and encourage the

Irish Party in the uphill fight, in the
brave struggle they are making for
national emancipation.
In Parliament and out of Parliament, the Irish representatives have
kept watch and ward over the interests
of the country, and have successfully
combatted the hollowness and deceit
that hare-brained theorists have
striven to impose upon the Irish people. They have indefatigably and
zealously labored to achieve the national programme and it should be the
aim of all true friends of Ireland to
strengthen their position and endorse
their action upon the great national
questions that engage attention. The
prosecution of an energetic winter
campaign is, beyond doubt, essential
to the neccessities of the hour. The
misrepresentations of Erin's foes,
aided by the unpardonable indifference of a small minority of her own
kith and kin, and all the forces that
hatred and dissension could muster
are lavishly used in the futile attempt
to wreak disaster on the Home Rule
cause. Fortunately, however, their
means are unequal to their ends, and
notwithstanding the fire of hostile
criticisms and fiery abuse they have
hurled against the Irish Party, their
wicked and contemptible malevolence
has been nobly frustrated by the admirable good sense of the great majority of the Irish race.
Nowadays the views and objects of
those in open rebellion to the Irish
Party are too clearly evident to the
vast majority of the Irish people to
render it neccessary for the friends of
a United Ireland (which ultimately

ends in an Ireland free), to waste
breath upon their impracticable
schemes. The Irish Party find a
more fitting field for their energies in
a continuance of the struggle against
other enemies of the national movements. The rousing of the country
to the work of mending or ending an
WAITT & BOND
effete hereditary Legislature (House
of Lords), that stands no less in the
way of English than of Irish reform
is. one of the pressing needs of the
situation, and from present indications we firmly believe that Ireland's
Parliamentary representatives will
render a good account of themselves
in making a ring of fire around that
institution which will accomplish its
annihilation.
The existence of the House of
Lords unfettered in its action, and
utterly irresponsible and unrepresentTO ORDER AND READY MADE.
ative, presents the great obstacle to
the successful passage of such a
measure of Home Government as
would be acceptable to our people, and
with that fact always before them the
Irish Party may be relied upon both
in the interests of Ireland and in
those of a friendly British democracy,
to do their utmost lo remove this
greatstumbling block to Ireland's national life. The urgency of the
Evicted Tenants' question, and the
9 HEAVY SOLED SHOESB
amnesty of the political prisoners are
also in their charge, and their great
work in the past is the best guarantee
for their future actions. All Irish W. F. FAUNCE A. SON, 41 COORT ST., BOSTON
patriots should enthusiastically support a band of indomitable men, who, the 'Autocratof the Breakfast Table.'
under most trying circumstances, have There was no seasoning of cynicism
bis work, which, in its versatility
kept the Emerald sunburst flying in
and wonderful charm, is bound to befrom the masthead, and have never come his most enduring monument.
wavered from the straight path the The wit and wisdom that sparkle
national conscience has marked out through the pages of the 'Autocrat'
for them to pursue in order to reach possess a never-failing charm for the
student, and the vignettes of verse
the cherished goal of Ireland a interspersed among its pages
are
nation.
characterised by a lyrical wealth and
poetic fancy that stamp them as the
The appended tribute to the late work of a master mind. The note of
Dr. Holmes, which comes to us from personal confidence that runs through
an Irish newspaper, affords us another the little volume at once enlists sympathy and strikes in the
and
proof of the bonds of friendship and most cordial relations friendliest
between author
love existing between the Irish and and reader. His other works are numerous and interesting, and range from
the American people :?

Further
Proof.

BLACKSTONES
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" In the death of Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes there has passed away
one of the most distinguished and remarkable literary figures of our time.
Though he had compassed more than
the alloted time of three score and
ten, and had seen the plenitude of
years and honors, yet his demise will
come with somewhat akin to a personal pang to the many thousands of
readers who found the keenest intellectual pleasures in the philosophy of
THE

i

scientific discussions upon medical
subjects down to his pleasant, gossipy
and genial ' Over the Teacups.'
There is a melodic charm, a grace-

fulness of fancy, and a sprightliness
about his poetical work thatrecall the
eighteenth century, and both here and
in other varied contributions with
which he has enriched English literature we have all the evidences of the
flowering of a most cultured and original mind."
M. J. Roche.
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"ANIMALS' RIGHTS."
The most imprts-ive part of this little
b">ok is the chapter on vivisection, by Dr
Aibert L ffiigwell, in which are de-cribed
-ome of the methods now practised in
American schools and colleges for teaching
"science," by means of experiments upon
living animals. Leaving asHe the general
q testion of man's right to inflict suffering
upon animals for the sake of gai ing knowid?e, there can be no two opinions- amorg
decent people with hearts in their b' die", as
o the doings in tinny institutions where
hortible pain is inflicted upon dogs, cats and
rabbi's, in the presence of the students, for
the sake of proving what everybody knows
already. In this there is no g-in to
-cience. a d the damage to the students is
enormous, since they are m-.de familiar with
blood and torture, indifferent to the sufferings of helpless creatures, and fitted for
?;ruelty ard brutality. The rest of the book
Is a general plea f r the tights of animals to
kind treatment at d consideration at the
hards of men.
is a va'liable descrip.
ive list of books on the subject, and the
a thor fives an admirable letter from Car.
Hinal Manning, which c'early sets forth the
Catholic position in the matter, often misunderstood and even resent'd by kindh arted
persons who have not studied it carefully
THE FIRST A. P. A.
The author, Mr. Henry S. S.lt, writes with
earnestness and force, and the book is w IIt seems that the first A. P. A.
cme as an aid to the spread of a more was the traitor, Benedict Arnold.
humane feeling towards dumb animals
After his treason he wrote to one
[Vfacmihau & Co., Publishers; 66 Fifth
the Continental
tvenue, New York. Received by Damrell of his friends in
army:
& Upham].

It is coming to be better and better
understood that deep, long breathinj
is very important to health. Persons
who never exercise so as to breathe
deeply, really do not use more than a
part of their lungs. The lungs ought
to be filled with good pure air many
times a day. Mr. Blaikie, the famous
oarsman and author of the book.
"How to Get Strong," says: "If
every boy in the United States would
take a thousand slow, very deep
breaths every day from now on
throughout his life, it would almost
double our vigor and effectiveness a~
a nation. For deep breathing not
only enlarges the chest itself, and
makes h. shapely j»ud strong, but it
gives power and vigor to the lungs
and heart, and makes them do theii
work far better. And it does the
same to the stomach and bowels, the
liver anc kidneys; indeed, to all the
vital organs. It makes the blood
richer. It adds directly to the vigor
of the brain as well, and so enables
it to do more work. In short, it's
about the best known way of getting
and keeping health."
Now read that all over once more
for it applies to everycarefully
"ORCHIDS."
body read it, and weigh every word
The author of this Catholic novel, Miss
in it, and you will then see why evenintelligent trainer makes so much of Lelia Hardin Bugg, has kindly ad ltd a
breathing exercises. Mr. Roberts of chapter tzplaining and accounting for it,
Boston, an eminent physical director, by which the reviewer issav d much trouble
?

?

It remains merely to say that it tells of a
young girl beautifu', rich and incredibly
accomplished who gives up her fortune to
persons whom her father had swindled,
oses her lover (in English lord, but by no
means a noble ma), and enters a convent ir
the uncomfortable Wfst. The book is well
intended, carefully writ- n, and unobjectionab'e, but we have rot found it interesting
Yet, bearing in mind Miss Bugg's opinion of
ritics, we hasten to add that we do not preCARE OF THE TEETH.
tend to speak for everybody, and that it is
very likely that it may be read with deep inA dent'st advises that acids are terest by many persons, even by the despised
even worse than sweets upon the critics themselves. [B. Herder, Publisher ;
teeth and inveighs against the eating St. Louis ]

"

insists upon a dozen deep breaths
below the waist a dozen times a day,"
as a minimum, and suggests taking
them before and after eating; but
Mr. Blaikie's one thousand is none
too many for those who are in earnest
to achieve bodily vigor.

of oranges and app'es at night without carefullyrinsing the mouth afterwards. Persons, too, with sensitive
teetb, who dread the hour in a dentist's chair, will find their suffering
somewhat relieved by being careful
what is eaten before the appointment.
Acids that set the teeth on edge are
a poor preparation. The same authority recommends a small rubber
band as the best toothpick. These
are really better than the dental fl >ss
often advertised, or certainly quite as
good, and much more apt to be at
hand.
Tithre is more Catarrh In this section
of the country thin all other diseases put
together, and until the last few years was
supposed to he incurable. For a great
many years doctors pronounced it a local
disease, and prescribed local remedies,
and by constantly failing to cure with
local treatment, pronounced it, iucirnble.
Science has proven catarrh to lie a constitutional disease, and, therefore, requires
constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh
Cure, manufactured by F. .1. Cheney & Co.,
Toledo, Ohio, is the only constitutional
cure on the market. It is taken internally
In doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonfui.
It acts directly on th* blo'.d and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer one
hundred dollars for any cnse it fails to
cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
tt9" Sold by Druggists, 75c.

men who have come to this country
within the past half century have certainly been possessed of solid reason.
"The Celtic race, like other races, is
controlled by impulse, apprehension,
reason, affection, instinct, conscience,
and the other co-ordinated mental
elements.
'?Dr. Gallaher's wav, which is the
common way, of dividing the mind
into separate faculties, or the cranium
into piecemeal bumps, is unscientific.
The mind is a unit, not thirty-six
special organs, acting each by itself.
The reason plays its part in the impulse, and the thought in the action.
Certainly the Irish are controlled
by what we call impulse, partly, and
so are the Connecticut Yankees and
the Wall street stock brokers, and
even the Rev. Dr. Gallaher himself,
though we believe he is a Methodist.
But, at the same time, the Irish are
largely controlled by other spiritual
and atmospheric potencies, even as
are the Yankees, the brokers, and
Gallaher."

?

?

"

?

'«And should the parent nation
her exertions to de(England)
liver you, what security remains to
you even for the enjoyment of the

consolations of that, religion for which
your fathers braved the ocean, the
wilderness?
heathen
and
the
Do you know that the eye which
this pen
guides
lately saw
your mean and profligate Congress
at Mass for the soul of a Roman
Catholic in p'irgato y, and participating in the rites of a Church against
whose anti-Christian corrnp'ions your
pious ancestors would have witnessed
with their blood.

Benedict Arnold.
October 20, 1780."
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actite coating which had covered
them. The paintings date from the
beginning of the second century, and
may have been made during the lifetime of St. John. The catacomb is
one of the most ancient in R >me, and
in it the name of St. Peter occurs
seven times.

A Curious Chair.
In another column of this paper there
Is an engraving of a couch chair constructed on the lines of the old Egyptian
chairs of centuries ago. It is a remarkably beautiful piece of furniture, and
gives every evidence of extreme comfort.
It is now on exhibition at Palne'l FurniIts
ture Warerooms on Canal street.
lines and curves are so exceedingly graceful that one is reminded of the truth of
Wendell Phillips' plea concerning the
"lost arts."

ra

EUROPE IN SIX DAYS!

SI'FERAGK, $io, a<d upwards.
SECOND CAKIN, *3o to $40.
FIRST t;ABIN, $45 to $100.
Drafts at low rates.

In the catacomb of St. Priscilla at General agency for all lines.
R >me, a picture of the Blessed Virgin Swiftest and bes steamers.
by Mall or Express promptly attended to,
painted on the wall and a series of Orders
pictures referring to the Eucharist,
JUST LIKE EVERYBODY ELSE.
CHAS. Y. DASEY,
and representing the faithful in the
Some sensible words on an old act of receiving the Communion, were Broad Street, four doors from State,
Boston, Mass.
topic are at last spoken by the Sun, laid bare by the removal of the stalin its usual incisive way :
The Rrv. Dr. Gallaher of Brookiargjfl%l?i;?-SffWch would YOU Shoes that PLEASE I
"
lyn spoke pleasantly of ' Irish Traits' thesiii^rSsiivernoiur. ch&sse ? The Gold Shoes that FIT!
X
DollaVor the Silin his discourse of last Sunday upon
/
ver? Large Bottle?
Shoes that WEAR!
Ate »viaU circiejhM gjg DosY f Small
that subject. But the fundamental
f
Small Dose?
/ ooidrynar,
postulate of his discourse was misTonic,
leading.
The Irish people,' he said,
'
53 Cambridge Street, Boston. Mass.
' are not controlled by reason ; they
are controlled by the impulses of their
\ Cerebro-Spinant,
hearts.' There is no sense in applyS. F. Hoogs.
F. F. Drlscoll.
to
ing a sweeping remark of this kind
S. Hoogs & Co.,
a whole race of people. In truth, the
Wholesale
Commission Merchants
the Gold Dollar; small bottle, small
Irish are controlled, just as are other is
in
to
dose,?only 5 10 drops?But
men, both by reason and impulse, Concentrated.
both by perception and judgment,
Prompt,
44 Me ohint's Row, B:st n.
both by the universal in thought and
Powerful. Telephone No. BM4.
the particular in experience. Many Formula on every bottle. Always good
OF THE ASSUMPTION, Wellesley
of the very best of reasoners, from for ioo doses to the bottle. Price, one ACADEMY
HUU, Mass. This Academy, situated in the
Sample, enough to last ten
the period of OUav Fola to the times dollar.
suburbs of Boston, is only a few miles from the
days, sent by mail on receipt of 25
city. It is on 'he line of the Boston and Albany
Parnell,
Grattan,
your
O'ConneQ
of
and
cents. Send
addressfor descripRailroad. The location is one of the most healthful
tive pamphlet,
have been Irish. We could give the
and picturesque in New England. The grounds
«? How to Get a Free Sample,"
are extensive, affording ample advantage for
names of some of the keenest reasonout-door exercise. The curriculum of studies is
to the Sole Agents,
thorough and comprehensive, embracing all the
ers of our own timewho are Irish,high
&? Co.,
/. O.
branches necessary for a refined education. For
in the office* of Church and State. A
Manufacturing Chemists,
particulars as to terms for boarders or day pupils
Apply to Sister Siptrior.
good ihar« of th» millions of Iriakr06./o8 Fulton St., N«w York-CUy.
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Everything used in mnking Cleveland's Baking Powder is printed on
the label.

Bread and
g cake raised with

raeiaitcfe)
l

BedringPowder I

\ keep

their freshness /
/
and flavor.
Pure " and "Sutc."^^

You kno.v what you are eating
when you use Cleveland's.

The ousewife.
H
Our lady readers are requested to send to thin
department recipes which they know to be good.

BAKING BREAD.

gold with the finely grated peel of a grease may cling to their speckled
THE CHANGE OF LIFE
sides. Then range them side by side
sour orange.
A plain custard pudding will ac- on a heated dish, garnish and send to A PICTURE FOR WOMEN'S EYES,
qure
; quite an Orien'al appearance by the table. Use no seasoning except
pouring over it a syrup of burned or salt, and that only when the fish are With the Hope That It May Do Some of
Them Good.
fried in lard or unsalted dripping.
caramelled sugar.
[SPECIAL TO OUB LADT READEBB.}
A colorless lemon jelly may be
there is the happy mother,
To-day
tinted till it looks like a translucent
WASHING LEMONS.
healthy boys and girls, sunshine, music.
jewelwith a little cranberry sauce.
Blanc mange is just as easily made "Put your lemons in a dish of water
in small moulds as large ones, and is and let them stay there ten or fifteen
certainly much prettier. Make it in minutes before you use them," said a
the shape of eggs, and, if you have lady to an acquaintance. "I do not
timf, place them in a nest of spun suppose that many people stop to
sugar or whipped cream clored green think about it, but the outside of the
wi h spinach. Boil and jim the spinach in a little water, then strain it.
It tints a beautiful moss green, without imparting any taste whatever.
A spray of rose-geranium leaves
dropped into any kind of jelly or
sauce imparts a delicious tantalizing
taste that makes one think of all
kinds of Eastern compotes.
The young daughters of the family
should be taught to make the desseris
It is a pleasant, not a laborious occupation, and will sensibly relieve the
weary motherA little judicious prai«e at the success of her first efforts will encourage
a young girl to fresh exertions. She
will soon discover how many pretty
and delicious desseris can be made,
from the simplest materials eggs,
and
milk, rice, corn starch, fruit
will delght in showing her skill in

When baking bread, the oven can
spoil the best dough. It should be a
very m'xlerate oven at the first, increasing in heat until the bread has
risen to its full proportions. It should
rise gradually and symmetrically.
Bread too stiff with flour or too slowly
baked will crack. Bread too soft invariably spreads. Bread properly
baked will have a fine, firm, but not
too thick, crust on all four sides. If
such a crust cannot be attained in the
pan, take the fully cooked loaf out of working new and pleasing combinathe pan and brown one side after an- tions.
other. The value to the keeping
qualities of the bread is great enough PRICES OF PROVISIONS IN ROME.
to warrant the trouble that it may
cost.
As this is so franklya housekeeper's
letter it may not be out of place to
SCALLOPED CHICKEN.
note some of the Roman prices which
a strong contrast to ours at
present
lean
Mince cold chicken and a little
home.
I pay for kerosene oil 83.25
fine;
pepper
season with
ham quite
gallon;
sugar costs 20 cents a
a
all
and a little salt, if needed; stir
salt 8 cents (this last is a
and
pound
together and add some sweet cream
enough to make quite moist. Cover Government monopoly and can only
a
with crumbs, put it into scallop shells be bought at tobacconist's) ; a goodroasting
chicken, big enough for
sized
or a flat di9h, put a little butter on top
people, was bought
dinner
of
three
the
and brown before the fire or front of
three heads of lettuce
cents;
45
for
a range.
sold for 2 cents, and 5 cents' worth
SIMPLE AND TEMPTING DESSERTS. of potatoes puts us through the day.
Philomena,a superior servant, is conThe ambitious housekeeper likes to sidered very well paid at $7 a month,
please the eyes as well as the palate, and her helper receives only $4.
and knows that with very little extra Meat, vegetables, eggs, milk, and
trouble she can make her dishes butter are all very cheap, but gropretty as well as good.
ceries and all imported goods are
How much more refreshing the enormously dear. Labor is cheap in
sliced tomatoes look on a few crisp every form, while fuel and light are
lettuce leaves, and the cold sliced beef so extravagantly expensive that they
or ham, relieved by sprigs of parsley, come under the head of luxuries. We
gives the lunch table quite a festive burn nothing but wood, which is sold
?

?

?

appearance.
Hot biscuits look much more tempting on a plate covered with a doily or
fringed napkin, and it is certainly
very little additional work.
Some persons have a mis'aken impression that a dessert involves considerable expense, and an unnecessary waste of time unless there is
company. Now a dessert may and
should be a healthful, nutritious addition to a repast, and gives a touch
of refinementand grace to the simplest
dinner.
A mould of white rice pudding may
be flanked by whipped cream, colored

lemon is anything but clean. If you
will look at it you will see some tiny
black spots like scales all over it.
These are the eggs of an insect, and
if the lemon is not washed they are Is ever ready to join H
very likely to become an ingredient with them in the pleasof whatever dish the lemon is used ure and fun.
Years come and go. The boys and
for. For years I have made the pracgirls grow up to men and women. Mothall
the
lemons
I
used
tise of cleaning
er's hair is turning white: her steps are
with a small scrub-brush kept for the not so elastic, her spirits flag; there Is an
purpose, then dropping them into a uneasy look in her dear eyes.
What can be the matter with mother ?
dish of water to remain for five or
She is approaching the most important
before
using."
ten minutes
crisis of her life, " the change of life."

An unusually palatable gruel that
is relished by children as well as their
elders is made from yellow cornmeal,
butter, and cream. Put two tablespoonfuls of the meal into a bowl,
cover it with cold water, stir it well,
and let it settle. Pour off the cold
water, turn the meal into a saucepan,
and add to it one pint of boiling
water; simmer half an hour. Salt to
taste. Heat a bowl, put in it two
table-spoonfuls of sweet cream, a,piece
of butter the size of a hickory nut,
stir, and eat.
Mahion.

Those watchful eyes detect the evidences.
Years bring this change demanded by
nature. What preparation have you
made to carry the brave mother safely
through it ?
Within a comparatively short time the
issue will be decided. Either nature fulfilling the law in proper, healthful manner, or there is the wreck of a noble
woman for you to grieve over.
There is salvation in Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It will
carry the mother safely through the inevitable change in her physical life.
All reputable druggists keep for you
this grand remedy. See that " mother "
has it, for the Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound w«s wonfrom the heights
of medical science by a woman for all
womennearing the change of life.
?
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The St. Paul Seminary, which the
generosity of President Hill of the
Great Northern railroad enabled f(fff
Archbishop Ireland to erect, opens
its first year auspiciously, with nearly \u25a0a»*S?7is£*BXJ!.V
seventy students of divinity in attend-
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THE NATIONAL M'F'O
4 IMPORTINC CO..
331 DMrtcrn St., CUctgo, 01.

ance at its classes. This seminary is
one of the most complete institutions
of its character in the whole country,
consisting of seven separate build\ipr IsWg MMBsm
ings, and alreadypossessing a library
of some 15,000 volumes. A novel lVeto Diuretic
Cereal; also
feature is the fine gymnasium, some- Oluten Dyspepsia jr\r -/"SL Diabetu
Flour.
Pamphlet anirCoWng\ampleB Free.
thing very few ecclesiastical seminla Am/rlou o/\uropX A.k l>eaier*,«p
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aries in the country
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advantages are apparent.
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China and Faience Lamps.
We invite inspection of our new Lamps, from the English, French, German and
Austrian Potteries, designed by us, and titted here with the improved American founts
and burners, and costing from $2.50 up to $100.00.

COALPORT CHINA LAMPS,

by the passo, a ridiculously small
amount, which costs $4, and will
keep two open fires supplied for
about a fortnight.
Boston Transcript.
?

SITZfcNDORFERPORCELAIN LAMPS,

\u25a0

AUSTRIAN CHINA BANQUET AND BOUDOIR LAMPS,

VIENNA CUT AND GOLD GLASS LAMPS,
GENUINE DELFT LAMPS,
OXIDIZED SILVER AND WROUGHT IRON LAMPS,
(font 'he Hague).
Clean, wash and dry the fish, roll and thi ROSENBURQ FAIENCE LAMPS
We wish to call special attention to the last-named lamps as being beautiful
lightly in flour and fry in butter or specimens
of soft color glazes.
clarified dripping. Let the fat be
SeTen Floors.
hot. Fry quickly to adtlicatebrown
and take up the trout the instant they
are done. Lay for a moment upon a
hot folded napkin to absorb whatever
120 r RaNKUN STREET.
HOW TO COOK TROUT FOR
BREAKFAST.

Jones, ricDuffee & Stratton,
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The Sacked heart Review.
ST. MARTHA AND

ALL SAINTS.
BY SARAH DOUDNEY.

Men may not mark them in the crowded ways.
The noisy world forgets to blame or praise
The poor in spirit, yet they pass along
Through silent paths and make them gladwith song;
Theirs is the kingdom where Love reigns supreme
And Faith soars higher than the poet's dream.
Wrapped in the sunlight of eternal day,
Blessed are they.

HAVE YOD HEARD?

THE DRAGON.

St. Martha, with her sister, St.
Mary Magdalen, Lazarus, her brother,
and Maximin, who was to be the first A LITTLE SECRET WHISPERED FOR THE LADIES.
archbishop of Aix, and some others,
IS NOT ONLY FOR YOUNG LADIE8, OUT FOR
were landed miraculously in France,
OF FAMILIES AND FOR ALL INTERESTED.
after a voyage made without sails,

THIS SECRET
THE MOTHERS

cordage, or rudder.
Lazarus remained at Marseilles,
whose first bishop he became; Mary
Magdalen retired to the solitude of
God knows the patient souls who do his will;
La Baume; and Martha, with her
The mourners who can suffer and be still,
servant Marcella, proceeded towards
Waiting in silence for his healing balm;
Avignon.
The meek, whose hand shall clasp the victor's palm;
When Martha began her work of
The hungry ones, whom he alone can feed:
teaching the truths of Christianity in
The merciful; the pure in heart and deed;
the cities along the banks of the
The peacemakers ?of these I hear him say,
Rhone, a terrible monster called the
Blessed are they.
Tarasque, was spreading terror
throughout all the surrounding counFather, we pray thes that thy light may shine
try. His breath was pestilential, and
Upon the world through every child of thine
he hissed and bellowed in a frightful
Into the haunts of darkness and distress
manner. With his sharp teeth and
They come with all the power of blessedness.
claws he tore to pieces whoever came
When thou hast called them to thy purer sphere
within his reach, whilst his breath
The fragrance of their lives still lingers here,
And through death's silence we shall hear thee say, alone was enough to kill a person.
Now one day when Martha was
Blessed are they.
teaching the word of God in the city
of Tarascon, near which the monster
had his den, the people cried out:
THE BRAVEST THING.
"If you destroy the dragon we
will
at once embrace your faith."
Col. T. W. Higginson was a recent
willing to believe,"
" If youthe are
contributor, with other officers, to a answered
saint, " all is possible
symposium in the Chicago Inter-Ocean to those that believe."
And, alone, she proceeded towards
concerning the most striking instance
of bravery observed by them during the cave, the people following at a
distance, and hardly venturing to
the late war. He says:

'

?

?

"I am asked to record the bravest
thing donewithin myimmediateknowledge in the civil war. On mature
reflection, passing by some hairbreadth escapes, I should award the
palm to something done by a young
assistant surgeon of mine, not quite
twenty-one years old, Dr. Thomas T.
Miner, then of Hartford, Conn. It
was at an exceedingly convivial
supper-party of officers, at Beaufort,
S. C., to which a few of my younger
subalterns had been invited. I saw
them go with some regret, since
whisky was rarely used in my regiment, and I had reason to think that
it would circulate pretty freely at this
entertainment. About Dr. Miner I
had no solicitude, for he never drank
it. Later I heard from some of the
other officers present what had hap-

look.

The saint had only one weapon
with which to combat the terrible
enemy the sign of the cross ; but
at this sign the fierce animal lowers
his head and trembles; St. Martha
approaches him, ties him with her
girdle, and leads him as a trophy
towards the people. These latter can
hardly believe their eyes, and even
yet they tremble at sight of the capMartha encourages
tive monster.
them, and they joyfully sacrifice the
conquered dragon, whilst they return
thanks to Christ.
Since that timethe people of Tarascon celebrate their deliverance by a
magnificent procession, in which they
drag around an embalmed monster as
a figure of the Tarasque. Many are
of opinion that it is from this chained
animal that the city takes its name.
St. Martha died at Tarascon in the
pened.
year of her age, eight days
fiftieth
They sat late and the fun grew
Magdalen.
"
fast and furious, the songs sung be- after the death of St. Mary
of
to
the
be
patroness
She
continues
coming gradually of that class which
Thackeray's Colonel Newcome did Tarascon.
not approve. Some of the guests
A GRECIAN STORY.
tried to get away, but could not; and
those who attempted it were required
to furnish in each case a song, a story,
Xanthus, the philosopher, told his
or a toast. Miner was called upon
that on the morrow he was
for his share, and there was a little servant
hush as he rose up. He had a singu- going to have some friends to dine,
larly pure and boyish face, and his and told him to get the best thing he
manliness of character was known to could find in the market. The philall. He said : ' Gentlemen, I cannot osopher and his guests sat down the
give you a song or a story, but I will next day at the table. They had
offer a toast, which I will drink in
water, and you shall drink as you nothing but tongue four or five
please. That toast is Our Mothers".' courses of tongue tongue cooked in
"Of course, an atom of priggish- this way and tongue cooked in that
ness or self-consciousness would have way, and the philosopher lost his
spoiled the whole suggestion. No patience and said to the servant,
such quality was visible, the shot "Didn't I tell you to get the best
told; the party quieted down from thing in the market?" He said:
that moment and soon broke up. "I did get the best thing in the
The next morning no less than three market.
Isn't the tongue the
officers from different regiments rode organ of sociality, the organ of
out to my camp, all men older than eloquence, the organ of kindness, the
Dr. Miner and of higher rank, to thank organ of worship? " Then Xanthus
him for the simplicity and courage of said: Tomorrow I want you to get
" thing in the market." And
his rebuke. It was from them that I the worst
first learned what had happened. on the morrow the philosopher sat at
Any one who has had much to do the table, and there was nothing there
with young men will admit, I think, but tongue four or five courses of
that it cost more courage to do what tongue tongue in this shape and
he did than to ride up to the cannon's tongue in that shape, and the phil?

?

''

?

?

?

month."

MKS. E. L.

TAYLOR AND DAUGHTER.

Wonderful andextraordinary events
among well-known women strongly
and powerfully interest all. This
country is filled with noble-minded
women who earnestly desire to promote the welfare of their sex. One
of the brightest and most intellectual
of these is Mrs. E. L. Taylor, who
resides at 17 Baker block, Main
street, Ticonderoga, N. Y.
She
says :
A year ago I became fearfully
nervous and completely run down, so
that I was obliged to stop work. I
got so that I could hardly eat anything, and what little I did eat distressed me terribly. I had nervous
prostration and dyspepsia, and was
terribly weak.
I tried physicians and medicines,
but all to no good. I had heard much
about the wonders of Dr. Greene's
Nervura blood and nerve remedy,
and began to feel that it would do me
good. I determined to try it. After
commencing it, I began to feel better
almost immediately, and steadily improved under its wonderful influence,
After taking five bottles I was
completely cured of all my complaints,
and was a perfectly well woman. I
cannot tell you how thankful I am for
having taken Dr. Greene's Nervura
?

"

''

"

blood and nerve remedy. I advise
every one to use it, for I know the
good it did me and what it is doing
for others."
The positive and straightforward
statements made by the fore-sighted
and deep-thinking men and women
who are cured by Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and nerve remedy, give
to these testimonials such strength

and influence that everybodyacknowledges the genuine worth and marvelous power to cure of this wonderful
medicine.

Everybody takes Dr. Greene'sNervura blood and nerve remedy, for it
always cures.
It is not a patent medicine, but the
prescription of one of the most successful living specialists in curing nervous and chronic diseases, Dr. Greene
of 34 Temple place, Boston, Mass.
He has the largest practise in the
world, and this grand medicaldiscovery is theresult of his vast experience,
The great reputation of Dr. Greene
is a guarantee that his medicine will
cure, and the fact that he can becon-

suited by anyone, at anytime, free
of charge, personally or by letter,
gives absolute assurance of the beneficial action of this wonderful medicine.

children leave us: and no
" Didn't I tell you to get the How the traces
worst thing in the market ?" The
servant replied, " I did, for isn't the
Linger of that smiling, happy
tongue the organ of blasphemy, the
band;
of
organ
organ of defamation, the
lying ? " Employ the tongue which God Gone, forever gone; and in their
so wonderfully created as the organ
places
of taste, the organ of articulation, to
Weary men and anxious women
make others happy, and in the service
said,

osopher again lost his patience and Of God!

stand.
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aSensdNonsense.
You need not talk about your
neighbors. They will attend to it for
and for you, too.
themselves
?

" Doctor, I am troubled with
shooting pains in my face."
Yes, madam. You use too much
"
powder."
_^____

Little Girl(to her mamma).
What is a dead letter, please?
Mamma.? One that has been given
to your father to post.
?

Diner (to waiter who brings the
Why didn't you take your
soup).
out
of that soup?
thumb
Oh, it isn't hot.
Waiter.
?

?

DANGER AT SEA.
A skipper had taken on a green
farmer lad just before sailing. The
country youth had seen no ships, save
only the one upon which he found
himself embarked. He was, however,
familiar with the village life near his
own home, and of all the shops that
which most del'ghted him was the one
in the window of which were shown
jars of colored liquid, and the interior
of which contained a soda fountain
like a marble tomb. The first night
out the lad, being off duty, was gazing over the bow out into the darkness,
when he saw near at hand two gleaming, luminous globes of color, one
green, the otherred, such as all vessels
show at night. Rushing back to the
skipper, he called out excitedly:
" Say, cap'n, yer better turn the ship
around. We're gettin durned near a
drug store."

''^Airr^%ii.H

CENTRAL DRAFT ROUND WICK BURNER. ABSOLUTELY ODORLESS. HEIGHT.3 FEET, DIA.OF DRUM
8)i INCHES! WEI6HT,3OPOUNDS. ONE GALLON KEROSENE LASTS 12 HOURS. THE tAUNDRY AND
If BOUGHT AT RETAIL WOULD
50APS
foA,$1()00
COST,
$ 1000

1YoiiGeTAU
Wew.lls^^bl^nl^^tlr^^'irty^^lr.ai%SAT,
WISJECT

W NOT. NOLO

TO-ORDER.

?

?

?

what to do to be cured. He describes your
case so minutely that you will understand
exactly what your trouble is. And all
this will cost you nothing. He makes a
specialty of treating patients through letter
correspondence, giving most careful and
explicit attention to every letter. He will
also send you his valuable book free.
He is the most successful specialist in
curing nervous and chronic diseases, and
is the discoverer of that wonderful medicine, Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and
nerve remedy. If you have any ailment
whatever, the very best thing you can do
is to write the Doctor at once describing
your case to him, and we are sure it will
result in your getting back your health and
strength.

?

?

"

_^^__

"

"

BODY BRUSSELS
CARPETS
V

I lUll YARD

Furnrture.Garpets,Ranges.Etc.
Good goods at low prices Is what brings
us our immense business.

Free Delivery.
Cash or Partial Payment it Desired.

The Standard Furniture Co,,
Complete Housefarnishsrs,

?

"

?

?

?

Mr. Curio (who is making a first
call on the bride, hazards a passing
remark to break an awkward pause).
That's a spirited little picture over
there.
Mrs. Naiveti.? I'm so glad you
like it; it was your wedding present
to us.
Me. C. (endeavoring to conceal his
Mine ?
chagrin).
Yes; we exchanged
Mrs. N.
?

?

?

your Apostle spoon for it.

And It Costs You Nothing.
Here is something which will interest
everybody. For the benefit of all those who
are not perfectly well and strong, the well
known and successful physician, Dr. Greene,
of 34 Temple place, Boston, Mass., offers
to consult with any one by letter, absolutely
free of charge. This is especially advantageous to those living at a distance from the
city who cannot afford the time or expense
of visiting high-priced physicians of our
,
large cities.
If you have any disease or ailment, write
the Doctor all about it and he will answer
yo-ir letter, giving advice and telling just

WASHINGTON STREET,
TOO
(4 doors alwe Eliot Street)
/ mm «'

THE MISSES PATTERSON.
Vestments, Altar Linens, Albs
and all kinds of Church work for sale
and made to order.
Boys' Cassocks and Surplices.
Stamping, Painting and Embroidery.
Orders by mail will receive prompt
attention.
o
o

18 Boylston Street, Room 15.
Boston.

Vkr~ Take Elevator.

Ireland.
Passage to

Liverpool and Qaeenstown
REDUCED TO

$](),

Drafts for one poundand upwards.
Sovereigns bought and sold.

General steamship agents.

Flynn & Mahony,
18-20 Essex St., Boston.

$10.00
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"There is one sign that should be
ADelicious Breakfast Dish.
placed over every letter-box in the
Barley Crystals make the most delicious
and nutritious breakfast dish with which to
city."
tempt an invalid or an epicure. Analysis
The Duchess of Westminster put proves
"What is that?"
it to be rich in the elements necessary
into her guest chamber a curious to create flesh, blood, bone and muscle,
bills."
Post
no
"
while eminent physicians endorse it as a
Swiss clock, to which was attached a food
for persons with weak digestion, and
Little Dolly has been sitting oppo- printed notice, "Please do not touch I" pronounce it an invaluable nourishment in
and gastric troubles. Being prepared
site a guest with a waxed mustache. When M. Joly, the Canadian Liberal, fevers
from the heart of the barley kernel by a
After gazing at him for several visited her Grace he ventured to in- patented proc ss of the highest efficiency
and so d only in sealed cans, it represents a
moments she exclaimed, " My kitty quire the reason for the prohibition.
degree of purity possessed by no other
has smellers, too."
You are the twentieth man who breakfast food. A postal card addressed to
"
and Rhines, Watertown, N. V., will
has asked that question," replied the Farwell
bring pamphlets and a cooking sample.
The Woman.? I'll be ready in just duchess gleefully.
" Women, you
one second, dear.
know, are supposed to be proverbially
The Husband.
Then I'll have curious, and I put that placard on the
time to run down town and get shaved clock to test the same weakness in
before we start, love.
men, and I am happy to say I find
them not a whit less curious than
First Little Girl.? Did you
women. I keep a list of all the genknow, Lizzie, that we are in half tlemen who have asked me the quesmourning at our house?
tion yon have just put, and there has
Second Little Girl.
Indeed ! been only one exception among all
Who is it that's half dead?
Flie- my guests who have occupied the
gende Blaetter.
room ; that was Mr. Fawcett, the late
Here is postmaster-general, and he, poor
Bride (who has eloped).
man, was blind."
a telegram from papa.
Bridegroom (anxiously).
What
Don't trust to the thickness of
does he say?
your skull to relieve you of answering
All is forgiven, but don't come
for all your sins of omission and comback."
mission. A thick skull may give you
Things is gettin' mighty mixed, credit for being a fool in temporal
Mandy," said Farmer Corntossel; affairs, it will not do to palm it off
as an excuse in spiritual matters.
mighty mixed."
matter?"
Pittsburgh
"What's the
Catholic.
m
The politicians air all tryin' ter
not
Put
your trust in a deathbed
tell the farmers about farmin' and the
farmers air tryin' ter tell the politi- repentance. A negligent bookkeeper
who leaves off his work to the last
cians about politics."
day of the year, generally fails to
strike
a balance.
You know
Mrs. Youngwife.
those lovely nine-dollar dining-room
The Value of Good Bread
gongs we saw the other day ? Well,
today theyweremarked down to $6.75, is appreciated by every one, but so few are
able to secure uniformly good results. This
so I got three.
is often due to the fact that when milk is
Her Husband.
Heavens and used the character of it is exceedingly
earth ! What did you get three for? variable ; by using Borden's Peerless Brand
Evaporated Cream you will overcome this
Mrs. Youngwife (sweetly).
of
meal,
course. difficulty. Try it.
Why, one for each

cA;
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Specially recommended by the medical I |
the "World for Scrofula, (Toniora, Ii
$ celebrities ofand
the earlystages of Consumption, ]i
Evil).
J King's
Constituti nal Weakness, Poorness of the Blood I
J£ and
for stimulating and regulating its periodic f
» course.
i
!
Genuine unless Figned "BL/"NCARD.M I
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E. Fougera & Co., X. Y. and all Druggists. i
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Typewriting,
AIIAnT
Book-keeping, &c,
U
\T
1
JX n I It» I at the B" ston
I Commercial College.
VIIUII
\u25a0
1 Beacon Street,
Cor. Tremont Street. I

Day and Evening.

ludividu 1 instruction.
Fall term begins Sept. 4
Call or send for circular.
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jNervease
BRINGS

*

Ease to Aching Heads.
I Base to Wearied Brains,

cEase

to Overtasked

j

Nerves.l;

It is Worth

(

I

Its Weight in Gold,
(
Yet Costs You
but
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Sold by Druggists, or sent by mail byS
<NERVEASE CO., Boston. Mention 5
S Sacred Heart Review " for free sample, J
C

'

Squire's
Lard.
Best in the world.
Absolutely pure.
No adulterations.
No impurities.
Clean and wholesome.
No one can cook without bud.
Every one wants the best,
Don't accept substitutes.
Our name on the package
A guarantee of purity.

JOHN P. SQUIRE & CO., Bostoa, Mass.
jmommwiisb
SMsssmmHsu ma.

BADGES
and

BANNERS
Headquarters for
All Catholic Societies.

Write for Prices and Samples.
Maison

Madame Marlier,
173 Tremont Street, Boston.
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pends upon the charitable donations
of the public for its support.

On Egyptian Lines.

\u25a0

A handsome new $20,000 church,
Right Rev. Bishop Healy of
erected at Manchester, Mo., by St.
Joseph's congregation, was recently Portland, Maine, is again ill and
confined to the house.
dedicated.

A little more than chair and less than couch.
y u should see it to fully appreciate its graceful lines, which everywhere perpetuate Hogarth's
famous curve. The seat Is unusually deep, giving

Jpp^,-^^^^^

St. Joseph's Church, Brandywine,
Edward Sinzel of Trieste
Del., will be consecrated on Sunday, hasCount
left in his will two dwellingNovember 18, and Mgr. Satolli will
houses in that city to the Pope.
be present.

°

QraSOKl

sSSshWK

''

'

c cna r 8 in act strongly suggestive of the
Egyptian chairs on 'the bas-reliefs in the Museum
mWm
at Gezeereh, except that here the height of the back
St. Francis Xavier's Church at
is reduced and added to the depth of the seat.
The Count dc Mun, the eloquent
Gettysburg, Perm., was damaged by
Otherwise the outlines are alike.
leader
of
the
in
France,
Catholic
party
fire last week to the extent of about
The chair is as luxurious as it is artistic.
It is sure to attract attention in any
$2,000. The fire started in the is recovering from a troublesome ill- drawing-room by its unique character.
It fairly bristles with style.
ness.
sacristy. \u25a0 m
The covering is a Satin Damask.

The students of St. Francis XavSenor Castelar, the famous Spanier's College, New York City, gave a ish liberal statesman, has been in
reception last week to Bishop McFaul Rome, and had an audience with the
of Trenton. Nearly 8,000 persons Pope.
were present.
At Overbrook, Perm., ground has
News has been received at Rome been broken for a new Catholic church
of the destruction of several mission to becalled the Church of our Lady of
stations in China. The inmates, it is Lourdes.
said, were killed and other Christians
are threatened. The Vatican will
Rev. F. Degnan, S. J., editorof
appeal to the powers for the protec- the English Messenger of the Sacred
tion of its missions and missionaries Heart, has just died, aged 62. He
had been a priest for twenty-seven
in China.
Bishop Horstmann, of Cleveland,
has prepared a superb album of photographic veiws of the church property of his diocese, which he will
present to the Holy Father when he
visits Rome. The book is about two
feet square and is bound in the finest
Russia leather in black and gold.

A letter which bis Eminence, Cardinal Vaughan,|has addressed to a correspondent, discussing the validity of
Anglican orders, has been published.
The Cardinal believes
that under
all the circumstances the Holy See
could never accept, as it never has
accepted, the ordinations of Anglican

"

clergymen."

Canon Farrar, the distinguished
English churchman, has been lecturing in Rome to a band of tourists on
" The History and Development of
Christian Art from the Days of the
Catacombs to Our Own." His lecture
contained the notable remark that a
history of the painting of the Madonna would be in itself a history of
the art of Christendom.

?i(i

PAINE'S FURNITURE CO.,
48 CANAL STREET.

Appearances indicate that the poor
old man himself is discouraged, but
his masterful wife is desperate.
m

A Catholic church just opened at

Zurich, in

Switzerland, and which

is built on a hill overlooking the city,
has cost five hundred thousand francs.
years.
The building is to be dedicated to
\u25a0
Brother Clementian, who has Our Lady of the Assumption.
been appointed assistant general for
the American provinces of the ChrisMr. John B. Cosgrove has given
tian Brothers, is a native of Baltimore. an altar made of pure white marble,
He is one of the leading scholars of with onyx slabs and pillars, and
the order, and is especially strong as costing $5,000, to the church of St.
a linguist.
Mary, Star of the Sea, Baltimore.
The altar was recently dedicated by
Newspapers in Naples printed a Archbishop Chappelle.
report of a scandal in a convent,
where a young girl was hypnotized
A grand celebration will shortly be
by a physician. It appears that the
institution is under Government con- held in Liege, Belgium, to commemotrol, the Sisters being merely em- rate the fiftieth anniversary of the
ployed there. The father of the young existence of the Confraternity of the
girl has written, establishing the com- Holy Family. One week will be for
plete innocence of the nuns, and the the celebration by women and the
latter have brought suit for libel other for men. There will be present
special delegates from Germany, Holagainst the newspapers.
land, Great Britain, France and other
countries.
Mr. G. P. Morosini has given to

OAK DINING
TABLES.
No. 12.

This 8-Foot Table,

$7.50.
No. 10.

the Seton Hospital, Spuyten Duyvil,
It Means "The Best."
N. V., for Consumptives, $5,000 to
Every one sees nowadays in newsendow a bed in perpetuity, in memory
"
of his wife, who died last December. papers, on fences, everywhere?'The
Gi.enwood means the best for cookMr. Morosini's daughter, Miss Julia name
ing and heating.' There is so much conMorosini, has given $2,000 for a tained in this little sentence that one who
memorial altar. The hospital will be has proved its truth beyond the possibility
of a doubt, may do a wrong in not exconducted by the Sisters of Charity, pressiug
\u25a0
herself. After years of experifor
the
of
having
been
named
founder
ence with cookers and heaters of several
During the week 17 children
12
the order in this country, Elizabeth
all more or less unsatisfactory, I
boys and 5 girls were received into A. Seton. Patients of all religions kinds,
find in the Glenwood a range that is really
the Home for Destitute Catholic Chil- will be received.
the 'best for cooking and heating.' Its
name is synonymous with perfection, and
dren ; 1 boy and 2 girls were placed
Is a guarantee when it appears on a cookin families; 1 boy was restored to
Among the Oriental patriarchs now ing range, or heater, that you have the
his relatives. Remaining in the in Rome, consulting
with the Holy best that long experience, skilful work116
Home Oct. 25, 216 children
material can produce.
Father
the
reunion of men, and the bestfor
possible
about
draft is perfect, so
boys and 100 girls. The following their churches with the Church of The arrangement
thatwith a small quantity of fuel, a sufsubscriptions and donations have
are the Melchite patriarch, ficient volume of heat is generated and
been received for the week ending Rome,
the Syrian, Benham Benin, evenly distributed, making a quick, yet
Jousef;
W.
M.
Joyce,
Oct. 25 : Rev.
D.
O.
Armenian, Azarian. The thorough baker." Boston Household.
and
the
1., $25; Rev. Friend, $20; Mr. D. patriarch Jousef
is a man of immense
P. Toomey,ss; Rev. T. J. Murphy,
among
influence
the Eastern races, WANTED " Small, well-built house in Ask to see Tables Kos. 10 and 12.
$10; Friend, $1; Friend, 25 cts. and is said to have
converted more
healthy location, Cambridge or Roxbury
Donations of money, clothing, stores, than 60,000 Greek schismatics. One preferred, in exchange for Orange Grove
or any articles useful to the children
result of the conference will probably in choicest part of Florida. Chapin
Over 100 different styles
or in the Home are respectfully be the creation of what will be called Farm Agency, Herald Building, Boston.
solicited.
Dining Tables on Exof
an Oriental Congregation, for proreunion
and
moting
establishing
SON,
Greek
CHAS. STRATTOH &
hibition.
For the benefit of the St. Mary's
Dealer* In
Infant Asylum and Lying-in Hospital schools in the East.
in Dorchester a concert is to be given
and
Hyacinthe, the married French
at the Hollis street Theatre Sunday
evening, Nov. 11, under the direction priest, having quarreled with the
77 Leverett St., Boston.
of Mr. John C. Mullally. This Dutchmen to whom he turned over Lowest price* for «nlid good*.
hospital was incorporated in Sep- his failing church in Paris, now intember, 1874. Among its incorpor- tends to try again. He wishes to reCANNOT SEE HOW TOO DO
ators were Archbishop Williams, open his national church of France Z-MtmMSITJ* IT AND PAY FREI6HT.
B°y our 2 drawer walnnl or oak Ist130
in
a
little
Bishop
members)
Healy,
now
of (with
Rev. J. A.
IBrTV_VIBIbJ?rTpro?Ml Uigh Arm Sissereewinsr machine
finished, nickel plated,adapted to litfhl
Portland, Me.; Rev. Peter Ronan, church which belongs to the Mada- \u25a0HrfßD andfinely
heavy work; rneranleed for 10 Years; with
A«t»*tle
Bobbin Hinder, Seir-Threadlnetyll«
MT
Peter's
Dorbut
is
not
used.
He
that
Church,
leine,
says
pastor of St.
* JiJBBTfTVfViI *"ofSbnUla.
Rdf-Saltliif Needle and a complete
to
St*H litachmrnU;chippedany where on
chester, now president of the corpor- the radicals and freethinkers of the * ?
10Day'l Trial. Homoney Teqnlred in advance.
attach,
Medalawardedmachineand
now nee. World** Fair
ation ; Hon. Patrick A. Collins, Ber- Paris City Government will favor his TS.OOO
dealer*! and agent's profit*.
menta. Bay from factory and
a D<>or» from Washington Street,
r Cat Thle Oat and aend to-d»y for machine or lame free
project. It seems to be rather a rnr
of th* World's Fair.
nard Foley and others.
fntt c»Ul<«rue, testimonials and
Aw CHICAGOJLL,
CO.
313
Vrtiii
MFC
a
calls
OXFORD
person
queer
dependencefor
on
man who
The hospital refuses no
BOSTON.
lsJF~Pltast mention ThiRtvknt.
account of race or religion, and dc- himself a priest and a Catholic.
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?
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Rubbers,

Boots, Shoes,

A. McA.ll.il. & Co.,
HousefurDishers,
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